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The concept of using single molecules as key building blocks for logic 
gates, diodes, transistors and switches to perform the basic function of digital 
electronic device are well established over the past decades. To achieve this, 
three essential steps are required. First, the desired function should be encoded 
in a single molecule. Second, the molecules should be coupled to a support 
substrate and wired to a molecular matrix without suppressing their switching 
performance. Third, appropriate external stimuli should be applied to turn the 
functional molecules between on and off states. In this thesis, we use the 
low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM) to study the 
molecular self-assembly and single-molecule manipulation within 
self-assembled monolayers on graphite. Dipolar phthalocyanine molecules are 
selected as the functional molecules due to their permanent electric dipole 
moment. Directional and selective intermolecular interactions have been used 
to assemble them into single-component or binary supramolecular 
nanostructures with high degree of controllability and tunability. To minimize 
the substrate effect, atomically flat and chemically inert graphite are used as 
the substrate for single-molecule manipulation study.  
We begin with an investigation of C60: pentacene binary system on 
Ag(111) to demonstrate how to construct two-dimensional (2D) molecular 
nanostructure arrays on surfaces through self-assembly. A reversible switching 
of single-dipole molecule within the single-component vadanyl 
 xi 
 
phthalocyanine (VOPc) monolayer is then presented, and spatially resolved 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy is used to identify the electronic structures of 
VOPc with different dipole orientation. Finally, single-dipole molecule 
switching is extended to binary molecular networks formed by co-assembly of 
chloroaluminium phthalocyanine (ClAlPc) and perfluoropentacene (PFP) on 
graphite, density function theory calculations are carried out to reveal the 
reasonable switching pathway. The details are given below. 
First, we demonstrate the fabrication of a variety of well-ordered C60 
molecular arrays including C60 nanomesh networks, C60 pentamers, and C60 
pairs on Ag(111) by controlling the annealing temperature for the 
C60-pentacene binary molecular system. To evaluate the effect of 
molecule-substrate interfacial interactions on the 2D crystallization, the same 
self-assembly experiments of C60 on monolayer pentacene covered graphite 
substrate has also been carried out. As the interfacial interactions between C60 
and graphite are weak, C60 on pentacene on graphite can be used as a good 
model system to understand the nature of C60-pentacene intermolecular 
interactions by using in situ ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). It is 
revealed that formation of different C60 arrays is ascribed to the subtle 
interplay between C60-pentacene intermolecular interaction, C60-Ag(111) and 
pentacene-Ag(111) interfacial interactions. These results suggest that 
controlling the self-assembly or 2D crystallization processes of binary 




We then show the ability of STM to switch a single-dipole molecule 
VOPc between bistable configurations in self-assembled closely-packed 
monolayer on graphite. Through the combination of STM measurement and 
density functional theory (DFT) simulations, we assign these two bistable 
configurations as O-up and O-down configurations. By controlling the polarity 
of the pulse voltage applied to the tip, VOPc molecules can be switched 
between O-up and O-down configurations. Moreover, the spatially resolved 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements allow the identification 
of the electric structures of VOPc with different dipole orientation. The 
combination of STM and STS enable the complementary investigation of the 
adsorption geometry and electronic properties of a single molecule at the 
surface. 
For practical applications, incorporation of these molecular switches into more 
complex nano-architectures is needed. Hence, we investigate the reversible 
switching of another single-dipole molecule, ClAlPc, imbedded in 2D 
hydrogen-bonded ClAlPc:PFP molecular networks on graphite. By varying the 
binary molecular ratio, the interdipole distance of the molecular dipole dot 
arrays and the dipole densities can be easily tuned with atomic precision. 
Moreover, formation of multiple intermolecular hydrogen bonding can further 
enhance the structure stability of these molecular nanostructure arrays during 
device operation. By controlling the polarity of the pulse voltage applied to the 
 xiii 
 
STM tip, ClAlPc molecules can be switched between Cl-up and Cl-down 
configurations without affecting the neighboring molecules. As corroborated 
by DFT calculations, we propose that the switching is achieved by “shuttling” 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
In the early 1970s, the visionary concept of using individual molecules as 
active electronic component to construct the electronic circuit was sketched 
out by Arieh Aviram and Mark Rather.1 Since then, molecular electronics has 
been considered as a revolutionary successor to conventional semiconducting 
electronics. Stimulated by this initial proposal, researchers around the world 
begin to explore the properties and opportunities of single molecules.2-12 
However, the real development of molecular electronics only started during 
the past two decade coupled with the explosion of the nanoscience and the 
availability of manipulation techniques at the single molecule scale.13, 14 At the 
beginning, miniaturization and cost reduction were the main driving forces 
and provided the impetus to develop a variety of experimental platforms to 
probe the electronic transport phenomena at the single molecule level.15-17 
Tremendous advances have been achieved over the past several years. Elegant 
examples include the demonstration of simple molecular devices, such as 
molecular wires, two terminal molecular diodes and switches, and three 
terminal transistor-like devices; development of different approaches to 
fabricate and measure electron transport in molecular junctions; optimization 
of the theoretical methods for describing simple molecular systems; 
emergence of new characterization tools that help to bridge the gap between 
theoretical calculation and experimental data and so on. Though substantial 
progress has been made over the past decade, there are still some major issues 
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along the way. The molecule-electrode contact has a profound effect on the 
conductance of the molecule. Precise control of the contact geometry at the 
molecule-electrode interface has been a difficult challenge. The preferred 
material for electrode is gold or platinum, and sulphur, amine or a number of 
lone-pair species are typically used to attach the molecule. Another big 
problem involves the large fluctuations in the conductance measurement of 
single molecules. The random fulctuations between two or several discrete 
levels has been observed in metal-molecule-metal junctions. They are not a 
fundamental limit in device applications, but must be controlled. 
Current-induced instability and local heating also has substantial effects in the 
nanojunction. For theory, owing to the lack of atomic-scale details of most 
experiment, the treatment of the contact geometry is an important step for a 
fair comparision between theories and experiments. Further development to 
include realistic treatment of molecule-electrode interface is critical.   
Although it is tempting to use molecular electronics to mimic concepts that 
form the basis of silicon devices, these approaches haven’t really made the 
most out of the molecules’ potential. Molecular electronics would only “grow 
up” if it looked beyond the border of conventional electronics and simple 
transport models, and explored the intrinsic functionality of molecules.18-22 
Indeed, contemporary research in molecular electronics is already moving in 
this direction. 
Molecules often possess unique properties that have no parallel in 
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conventional material. Rational design of molecules with specific functionality 
promise new hybrid devices with functions that cannot be achieved with 
equivalent solid-state devices. Novel applications include coupling the light 
with molecule for optoelectronic devices;12, 23-25 exploring the 
electromechanical properties for molecular machines;26-28 manipulating the 
electron’s spin for memory devices or spintronic devices;29-37 utilizing the 
unique recognition properties for molecular sensors.38-40 The most appealing 
example of a functional molecule is formed by a molecular switch. The 
realization of molecular switches relies on three steps. First, the desired 
function should be encoded in a single molecule. Second, the molecules 
should be wired into circuits with atomic precision. Third, appropriate external 
stimuli should be applied to turn the functional molecules between on and off 
states. 
Over the years, molecular switches on surfaces are intensely 
investigated.41-73 A variety of external stimuli like light,62, 69 electric field,42, 56 
temperature70 and tunneling electrons43-49, 58, 63, 65, 67, 68 can be used to activate 
these molecular switches between bistable41-48 or even multiple states.67, 68 
Depending on properties of the molecules, they can be operated by changing 
conformations,42-47, 54-57, 59-62, 67-71 charge states,48-51, 53 spin states64, 65 or even 
bond formation.52 For such molecule to be used as electronic components, 
they should be coupled to a support substrate and wired to a molecular matrix 
without suppressing their switching performance. Self-assembly represents a 
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promising bottom up approach to integrate these molecules into circuits on 
surfaces.74  
In this chapter, various molecular switches on surface are reviewed first. 
We begin by presenting the molecular switches triggered by various external 
stimuli which do not provide single molecule selectivity. Then, special focus is 
given to single molecule manipulation induced by low-temperature scanning 
tunneling microscope (LT-STM), which offers unique opportunities to operate 
individual switches on the atomic scale. In what follows, we give a brief 
introduction of the bottom-up molecular self-assembly on surfaces. Finally, 
the objective and scope of this thesis are addressed. 
1.1 Molecular Switches on Surfaces 
1.1.1 Non Selective Switching Triggered by Various External Stimuli 
Molecular switches, which can be interconverted between bistable or 
even multiple states by external stimuli like light,62, 69 electric field, 42,56 
temperature,70 electrons43-49, 58, 63, 65, 67, 68 or even chemical modifications,75, 76 
have attracted much attention. Most of the switching processes are studied by 
LT-STM. In this case, both the local topography and electronic configurations 
can be probed before and after the switching. The atomic scale 
characterization can not only provide the fundamental understanding of the 
interaction between the molecule and the external stimuli, but also help to find 
a better way of engineering the functionality of the molecule from rational 
chemical design. In the following, we will introduce the various external 
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stimuli in more detail. 
1.1.1.1 Light Induced Switching 
 
Figure 1.1 (a) Same island of TTB-azobenzene molecules before and (b) after 
a 3h exposure to 90 mW/cm2 UV irradiation at 375 nm. (c) Calculated trans 
geometry. (d) Calculated cis geometry. (e) Calculated trans LDOS integrated 
from EF to EF-1eV, at an isosurface about 3 Å away from the nearest atoms. (f) 
Calculated cis LDOS isosurface. Reprinted from ref. 62, with permission from 
the American Physical Society, copyright 2007. 
 
Photochromic systems can convert light energy into mechanical energy, 
thus they can be used as building blocks for the fabrication of prototypes of 
molecular devices that are based on photomechanical effect. Among 
photochromic molecules, azobenzenes have been extensively investigated for 
their photoisomerization.56, 59, 62, 77, 78 They can reversibly transform from one 
isomeric state to another upon adsorption of light in gas and solution-phase. 
But this process can be quenched at a surface due to the molecule-surface 
coupling. By attaching four tert-butyl “leg” (TB: C4H9) to an azobenzene 
scaffold (C12H10N2), Comstock et al. demonstrated the reversible light-induced 
mechanical switching between trans and cis states on Au(111).62 The TB legs 
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lifted the azobenzene molecules from the substrate, thereby increasing 
molecular photomechanical activity by decreasing molecule-surface coupling. 
Figure 1.1a and 1.1b shows the same island of TTB-azobenzene (four TB legs) 
molecules on Au(111) before and after a 3h exposure to UV light. Before UV 
exposure the island is uniformly composed of the trans isomer, which displays 
four peripheral lobes. After UV exposure the emergence of new, bright 
protrusions can be seen in the island, which can be attributed to the cis isomer 
of TTB-azobenzene. The calculated geometry and local density of states 
(LDOS) isosurface intergrated from EF to EF-1eV for trans and cis 
azobenzenes are shown in Figure 1.1c-1.1f, which are in good agreement with 
the experimentally observed molecules. Many applications profiting from the 
conformational rearrangement of the molecule have been proposed, such as 
optical data storage devices, sensors and light-powered molecular machines.  
1.1.1.2 Electric Field Induced Switching 
Another way to induce molecular switching is to make use of the electric 
field. In the presence of an electric field, the potential energy surface related to 
the reaction can be deformed, thus leading to an effective lowering of the 
switching barrier. This effect depends on the presence and orientation of an 
intrinsic dipole moment, as well as the polarizability of the molecule.42 Using 
the same azobenzene molecule as shown above, Alemani et al. showed an 
electric field induced reversible trans-cis isomerization by STM.56 The 
isomerization experiments were performed by positioning the STM tip at a 
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fixed height above a molecular island with the feedback loop off and applying
 
Figure 1.2 (a) Island of trans-TBA containing about 400 molecules (37 × 37 
nm2). Subsequent voltage pulses (20s, Vsample = 2 V, tip height = 6 Å) are 
applied at the position indicated by the cross. (b) STM image after nine pulses: 
43 molecules have been switched to the cis form. Reprinted from ref. 56, with 
permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2006. 
 
a pulse voltage V to the sample. The STM images before and after nine 
equivalent pulses are shown in Figure 1.2a and 1.2b. Many molecules have 
changed their appearance from the trans form to the cis form. They 
investigated the dependence of the voltage on the tip height and found that the 
threshold voltage increases when retracting the tip. The isomerization process 
occurs also at very large tip distances where no tunneling current is flowing. 
Moreover, it is also possible to isomerize molecules when the tip is positioned 
above the bare surface nearby the island. All these observations, together with 
the large extension over which switched molecules are observed, lead to the 
conclusion that the trans-cis isomerization is driven by the electric field in the 
STM junction. An intriguing finding by the comparison of the light induced 
and electric field induced switching is that the different external stimuli can be 
used to operate the very same molecule. 
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1.1.1.3 Temperature Induced Switching 
 
Figure 1.3 (a) Chemical structure of the investigated molecule. (b) Three 
distinct surface conformers, two of which are enantiomers. R and L indicate 
the position (right and left) of the t-butyl group with respect to the molecular 
backbone as seen from the centremost benzene ring. (c) Constant current STM 
image of the brick-wall adsorption structure attained under tip conditions 
primarily revealing the t-butyl groups. (d) Overlay of two STM images taken 
with a time separation of 168s (Vsample = 1.96 V, I = 0.4 nA, Tsample = 180 K, 
scale bar 2nm). Blue (orange) indicates the initial (final) positions of t-butyl 
groups that change position, whereas stationary groups appear grey. Two 
cis-trans and one trans-cis (right most in image) flips are shown. Outlines of 
three molecules are indicated as well as stationary cis (rectangle) and trans 
(circles) arrangements of endgroups. The indicated line follows the direction 
of the molecular backbones. Reprinted from ref. 70, with permission from 
Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2006. 
 
In some molecular system, the energy barrier between the two molecular 
states is relatively low. In that case, it is possible to switch a molecule by 
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thermal excitation. Such temperature induced switching is, however, not very 
directional. Switching will occur in both directions unless there is a significant 
energy difference between the two isomers of the molecules. Weigelt et al. 
investigated a model system in which adsorbed molecules switched between 
enantiomeric forms as they underwent thermally induced conformational 
changes.70 The chemical structure of the investigated molecule is shown in 
Figure 1.3a. Vapor deposition of this compound onto the inert herringbone 
reconstructed Au(111)-(22×√3) surface results in two coexisting adsorption 
phases. In the phase shown in Figure 1.3c, the molecules adsorb with their 
backbone parallel to the substrate and align into rows that are shifted relative 
to each other by half the repeat distance along the rows, analogous to the 
stacking in a brick wall. As shown in Figure 1.3b, three surface conformers 
exist: one achiral meso-form (LR/RL) and two chiral enantiomers (LL and 
RR). From time-lapse sequence of STM images, it is found that the bright 
protrusions ascribed to t-butyl groups occasionally change position from one 
side of the molecular backbone to the other. Such shifts are illustrated in 
Figure 1.3d by superimposing two time-separated STM images of the same 
position of the surface. This spontaneous flipping process implies that the 
molecules can change between different surface conformers, specifically from 
chiral (RR/LL) to achiral (RL/LR) or vice versa. The observed conformational 
changes have implications for the chiral ordering on surfaces. As shown by the 
coexisting second phase in Figure 1.3e, the molecules connect to form two 
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windmill-like arrangements with different chirality. Each chiral form of the 
tiling pattern consists of entirely one of the two chiral surface conformers 
(LL/RR). The homochiral assembly on surfaces is of interest for 
heterogeneous asymmetric catalysis. 
1.1.1.4 Tunneling Electron Induced Switching 
 
Figure 1.4 (a) STM images of F16CuPc molecules adsorbed on Ag(111) 
surface and (b) Au(111) surface before pulsing. (c) STM images of F16CuPc 
molecules on Ag(111) and (d) Au(111) after a pulse at -3.0 V and -3.2 V on top 
of the target molecule. The blue dot, rectangles, and circles represent pulsing 
position, reacted molecules, and bright molecules not induced by pulsing. (e) 
Schematic cartoons illustrating the electron transport process. Electron capture 
in π* orbitals of molecules (step I), transfer from molecule to surface metal 
atoms (II), propagation in hybridized states of metal atoms (III), then back 
capture in π* orbitals of another molecule (IV) on Ag(111) and (f) Au(111). 
Black and gray solid circles represent C atoms of molecules and metal atoms 
at the surface. Reprinted from ref. 91, with permission from the American 
Chemical Society, copyright 2009. 
 
There has been a long effort in surface science for the understanding of 
the interaction between the electron and adsorbates on the surface. Different 
mechanisms can be involved, including desorption induced by electron 
transition,79 resonance enhanced electron stimulated desorption,80 desorption 
induced by multiple electron transition and dissociative electron attachment.81, 
82 But the surface phenomena are not limited to desorption. Using STM as an 
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electron source, various modifications of the adsorbates which cannot be 
obtained with conventional sources can be characterized by STM.83-85 Surface 
phenomena such as desorption,86 dissociation,87 hopping,88 rotation89 and 
chemical reactions90 can be observed as a consequence of electronic excitation 
or vibrational excitation. By injecting hot electrons from a STM tip, Chen et al. 
demonstrated the nonlocal chemical reactivity of one monolayer copper 
hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) adsorbed on two different substrates, 
Ag(111) and Au(111).91  
Figure 1.4a and 1.4b shows the STM images of F16CuPc molecules 
adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) surface before pulsing. After applying a 
pulse on the target molecule on Ag(111), they found that one of the four 
ligands has disappeared. Such a chemical reaction is not limited to the 
molecule under the STM tip. As shown in Figure 1.4c (pulsed at -3.0 V tip 
bias, 3.5 nA, 50 ms), the reaction occurs on five molecules at different 
distances from the STM tip, too. This nonlocal chemical reaction can be 
observed as far as 12 nm from the STM tip in some cases. Similar nonlocal 
behavior was also observed for molecules on Au(111), where one ligand of the 
reacted molecules is shortened by the pulse (Figure 1.4d). They determined 
the threshold voltage for this nonlocal chemical reaction to be -1.9 V and -2.4 
V for Ag(111) and Au(111) respectively. The relatively high energy suggests 
that the reaction proceeds via electronic excitations of the molecule. If the 
reaction is induced by tunneling electrons, the reaction rate R0, the current I0 
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and the reaction order n should obey the relation R0 = I0n. By investigating the 
switching rate as a function of the tunneling current, they deduced that the 
reaction order is ~4 (~2) for Ag (Au) and interpreted the single-molecule 
reaction as a four-electron (two-electron) process for molecules on Ag(111) 
(Au(111)). They proposed that the observed shorter of ligand was caused by 
C-F bond dissociation. The mechanism is known as dissociative electron 
attachment,92 in which electrons with specific energies can be captured into 
the antibonding π* orbitals of the molecule, and then transferred into the σ* 
orbital, causing bond breaking. To explain the nonlocal reactions, the 
mechanism of lateral hot-electron propagation is proposed. Density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations reveals that the mixing of molecular orbitals with 
metal surface states is the main channel facilitating the propagation of hot 
electrons, as shown in the schematic in Figure 1.4e and 1.4f. Electrons 
propagating in a metal surface can back-transfer into the π* orbitals of another 
molecule through the “bridge” formed between molecule and substrate, 
leading to another defluorination reaction. 
1.1.1.5 Chemical Stimulus Induced Switching 
Planar organometallic complexes with extended π-conjugation, for 
example, metalloprophyrins and metallophthalocyanines, have indispensable 
role in controlling a wide range of functionalities.93-95 Their chemical 
properties can be varied by changing the metal ion in the center or by 




Figure 1.5 (a) STM image of a highly ordered MnPc island (Vsample = 250mV, 
I = 0.2 nA). (b) MnPc island after exposure to CO (Vsample = 180 mV, I = 0.2 
nA). CO-coordianted molecules can be distinguished by different apparent 
heights. Inset images in (a) and (b) show schematic pictures of the chemical 
structure of MnPc and CO-MnPc. (c) High resolution STM image of bare and 
CO-ligated MnPc (Vsample = -250 mV, I = 0.1 nA). (d) Adsorption model of 
MnPc on Bi(110). (e) dI/dV spectra of MnPc and CO-coordianted MnPc in the 
bias range close to EF, showing the zero bias anomaly. The dotted plots are the 
spectra measured on a bare Bi surface as a reference. Reprinted from ref. 76, 
with permission from the American Physical Society, copyright 2012. 
 
coordinatively unsaturated character of the metal center can act as a local 
reactive site for the ligand attachment, which opens a unique possibility of 
controlling their properties by external chemical stimuli.96-99 The coordination 
of gas molecules to the metal center usually causes measurable changes in 
molecule-substrate interaction,96 color,39 or even magnetic properties of the 
metal complex,100 which make them as promising candidates for applications 
in gas sensors,39 catalysis101 and molecular spintronics.75 Recently, Stróżecka 
et al. demonstrated a chemical control over the molecular spin of manganese 
phthalocyanine (MnPc) by coordination of CO molecule.76 Figure 1.5a and 
1.5b shows the densely packed MnPc islands on Bi(110) before and after CO 
exposure. Several molecules exhibiting larger apparent height in Figure 1.5b 
are identified as CO-ligated MnPc, where a single CO bonds directly to the 
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Mn ion. The corresponding high resolution image is shown in Figure 1.5c. The 
differential conductance (dI/dV) spectra measured close to the EF on MnPc 
reveals a pronounced anomaly at zero bias, which is a fingerprint of the Kondo 
effect (Figure 1.5d). When similar spectra are measured on CO-MnPc 
molecules, the zero bias anomaly appears much broader, with a slightly 
different line shape. This indicates that the coordination to CO modifies the 
magnetic state of the molecule. DFT calculations reveals that the spin of the 
MnPc molecule is reduced from S=3/2 to S=1 upon adsorption. CO ligation 
further reduces the spin of the MnPc from S=1 to S=1/2. CO affects the 
magnetic state of MnPc in two ways. First, it increases the splitting of the d 
orbitals, hence leading to the low spin configuration; second, it reduces the 
coupling of the d orbitals to the substrate. They also demonstrated that this 
modification is reversible and can be controlled by selective removal of CO 
molecule using the STM tip. 
A common feature of the above mentioned external stimuli is that they 
don’t provide single molecule selectivity. Although the tunneling electrons 
from the STM tip have the possibility to manipulate single molecule, in the 
special case we choose, the lateral transport of the hot electron induces the 
nonlocal reactions. In next section, we will focus on the STM tip-assisted 
single molecule manipulation.  
1.1.2 Selective Single Molecule Manipulation Studied by STM 
Since its invention in the early 1980s by G. Binnig and H. Roher, STM 
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has been a powerful tool in real-space imaging of surface structures with 
atomic resolution, as well as in characterization of the electronic and 
vibrational structures of the surface adsorbates. Besides using the STM tip for 
a measurement, STM also offers the fascinating possibility of single molecule 
manipulation. Manipulation of molecules intends a controlled change in their 
position, switching between different conformations, electronic and chemical 
structures, or inducing chemical reactions.84, 85 A variety of tip-molecule 
interactions can be used in a controlled manner to manipulate single molecules, 
such as electric field existing at the tip-sample junction, tunneling electrons, 
and tip-molecule interaction forces. In the following, we will first review 
various STM tip induced single molecule motion on surfaces. After that, 
special focus is given to STM tip manipulated single molecule switches. 
1.1.2.1 Molecular Motion 
Lateral Manipulation 
An STM manipulation procedure to relocate a single molecule across a 
surface is known as the “lateral manipulation”. This procedure involves 
approaching the tip toward a target molecule at its initial location to increase 
the tip-molecule interaction force, and then scanning the tip along a desired 
path until it reaches a predetermined destination. The molecule moves along 
with the tip, and when the tip retracts back to the normal imaging height, it is 
left behind on the surface. Based on the nature of the tip-molecule interactions, 
the manipulation can have three modes: pulling, pushing and sliding. In the 
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pulling mode, the molecule follows the tip due to an attractive tip-molecule 
interaction. In the pushing mode, a repulsive tip-molecule interaction drives 
the molecule to move in front of the tip. In the sliding mode, the atom is 
virtually bound to or trapped under the tip and it moves smoothly across the 
surface together with the tip. 102 
 
Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic drawing demonstrates the vertical and parallel force 
components involved in lateral manipulation. (b) STM tip-height manipulation 
curves correspond to (1) pulling, (2) pushing, and (c) sliding modes. Reprinted 
from ref. 102, with permission from the AIP Publishing LLC, copyright 2005. 
 
During the lateral manipulation, the tip height signal (in constant-current 
mode) or the tunneling current signal (in constant-height mode) can be 
recorded as a function of the lateral tip position. These manipulation signals 
can give direct insight into the molecular motion. Figure 1.6a shows the 
schematic diagram of force components involved in a lateral manipulation 
process in constant current mode.102 When F|| overcomes the hopping barrier of 
the molecule, it can hop to the next adsorption site under the tip. Repeating 
this sequence produces a saw-tooth like tip-height curve, as shown in Figure 
1.6b. The slopes are different during pushing or pulling, having an ascending 
or descending edge, respectively. In the sliding mode, the molecule smoothly 
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moves across the surface together with the tip, and the tip-height signal 
usually shows the contour of the surface atoms. Eigler and Schweizer first 
demonstrated this kind of lateral manipulation in 1990 by writing the “IBM” 
letters with Xe atoms on a Ni(110) surface.103 
Vertical Manipulation 
Vertical manipulation involves the transfer of a single molecule between 
the tip and the substrate. The transfer process can be realized by using an 
electric field between the tip and the sample, by making mechanical contact 
with the molecule or by exciting with inelastic tunneling electrons. The 
transfer mechanism can be explained using a double potential well model, as 
shown in Figure 1.7b.85 At an imaging distance where the tip is roughly 6 Å 
above the sample, the manipulated molecule has two possible stable positions, 
one at the surface and one at the tip apex. Each position is represented by a 
potential well and the two potential wells are separated by a vacuum barrier in 
between. When an electric field is applied between the tip and the sample, the 
shape of the double potential well will change. The barrier between the two 
wells is reduced, depending on the bias polarity on the tip, and hence the 
molecule can be transferred from the surface to the tip or vice versa. In the 
mechanical contact regime, the tip height is reduced until the contact has been 
achieved. In this case, the two potential wells overlap and the molecule can be 






Figure 1.7 (a) A schematic drawing shows the vertical manipulation process. 
(b) The double-potential well model. The black (solid), dash and gray curves 
represent the shape of potentials at an image-height, under an electric field, 
and at the tip-molecule contact, respectively.  
 
Bartels et al. demonstrated the electron-induced vertical manipulation of 
individual CO molecules on Cu(111).86 A temporary attachment of a tunneling 
electron into the CO 2π* antibonding state leads to the breakup of the CO-Cu 
bond. The resultant excited CO molecule can jump either to the nearby Cu 
surface sites or toward the tip, and it can be transferred back to the surface 
using the same method. The vertical manipulation process can be used to 
functionalize the probe tip, which can both improve the tip sharpness and 
define the tip apex with determined chemical constitution. The application of 
functionalized tips has proven useful in non-contact atomic force microscopy. 
A CO functionalized AFM tip can be used to reveal the atoms and bonds 
within molecules and is even able to image the C-H bonds.104 
Rotation and Rolling 
For molecules to be used as components in molecular machines, methods that 
couple individual molecules to external energy sources and that selectively 
excite the motion of the molecule in a given direction are highly required. 
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Significant progress has been made in the construction of molecular motors 
powered by light,105 chemical reactions106 and tunneling electrons107 from 
STM. 
  
Figure 1.8 (a) A STM image of the two enantiomeric forms of BuSMe, R and 
S, adsorbed on a Cu(111) surface. The pinwheel appearance of the molecule 
arises from the rotation of the alkyl groups around the central sulphur atom. 
BuSMe is achiral in the gas phase, but becomes chiral when bound to a 
surface. The molecules in the main panel rotate because of the high tunneling 
current used to form the image. The inset shows a static BuSMe rotor imaged 
under non-perturbative conditions. Scale bars, 1nm. (Main panel: Vtip = 0.1 V, 
I = 300 pA, T = 7K; inset: Vtip = 0.07 V, I = 5 pA, T = 5 K.) (b) The direction 
of rotation of the BuSMe molecule by following its progression between six 
equivalent orientations on the Cu(111) surface (top). A model of the BuSMe 
molecule on the Cu(111) surface, with the sulphur atom shown in blue, and the 
representation used in the schematic. Reprinted from ref. 26, with permission 
from Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2011. 
 
Tierney et al. reported that a butyl methyl sulphide molecule adsorbed on 
a copper surface can be operated as a single molecule electric motor.26 Butyl 
methyl sulphide (BuSMe) is one of a family of thioether molecular rotors. As 
shown in Figure 1.8a, when adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface, thioethers rotate 
around the central sulphur-metal bond and appear hexagonal in shape because 
of the three-fold symmetry of the underlying hexagonal surface. The rotation 
of thioethers is driven electrically by tunneling electrons with high energy, by 
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excitation of a C-H vibration, which couples to the rotation of the molecule. 
Under non-perturbative conditions, the molecules stop rotating and appear as 
crescent-shaped protrusions, as shown in the inset in Figure 1.8a.  
 
Figure 1.9 (a) Chemical structure of the wheel-dimer molecule (C44H24) and 
scheme of a manipulation using the STM tip to induce a rolling motion 
(arrows indicated the rotation of the wheels). (b) STM image of three 
wheel-dimer molecules adsorbed on Cu(110) (13 × 13 nm2). The inset shows 
the substrate in atomic resolution (4 × 4 nm2, Vsample = 0.1 V, I = 1 nA). (c) 
Schematic representation showing that four different orientations A-D can be 
distinguished. (d) Calculated molecular configuration of the wheel-dimer in 
orientation A, adsorbed parallel to the closed packed copper rows. (e) STM 
images before and (f) after manipulation. Arrows mark the pathway of the tip 
apex during the manipulation and dashed lines indicated the initial position of 
the wheel-dimer molecules (all images 9 × 9 nm2). (g) Corresponding plots of 
current signals during the manipulation. (h) Scheme of the rolling mechanism. 
Step (1) is the tip approach towards the molecule, step (2) is a 120° rotation of 
a wheel around its molecular axle and in step (3) the tip reaches the other side 
of the molecule. It shows that, in principle, only one rotation of a wheel can be 
induced. Reprinted from ref. 28, with permission from Nature Publishing 
Group, copyright 2007. 
 
The molecular motors are adsorbed flat on the surface. Its axis of rotation 
is therefore perpendicular to the surface and such a rotor cannot be mounted 
on a board to enable the motion of a molecular machine. For running of a 
molecular nanovehicle on a surface, the rolling of a molecular wheel across 
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the surface with its axis parallel to the surface is required. Grill et al. 
demonstrated the rolling of a single molecular wheel with STM tip.28 The 
structure of the wheel-dimer molecule is shown in Figure 1.9a, where two 
triptycene wheels are connected by a C≡C–C≡C axle. When adsorbed on a 
metal surface, this molecule exhibits two intramolecular degrees of freedom: 
the independent rotation of each wheel around the central axle. For a rolling 
motion, the Cu(110) surface was chosen because it exhibits an anisotropic 
corrugation due to its close-packed rows of copper atoms along the [-110] 
direction. The wheel-dimer molecules can adsorb in various orientations 
(Figure 1.9b); in particular for the orientation A, the molecular axle is parallel 
to the close-packed copper row, as shown in Figure 1.9c and 1.9d. Figure 1.9e 
and 1.9f show respectively the STM images before and after the manipulation. 
It is found that one wheel moves and the other remains in its initial position. 
The manipulation signal has a hat-shaped signal, which exhibits one intense 
peak at the centre and smaller maxima on both sides (Figure 1.9g). This 
corresponds to a 120° rotation of the left wheel of the molecule, as shown in 
the scheme of the rolling mechanism in Figure 1.9h. The rolling mode can 
only be observed for molecules in orientation A on Cu(110); for manipulation 
of molecules in other orientations on Cu(110) or molecules in orientation A on 
Cu(100), no rolling signals has been recorded. Owing to the chemical structure 
of the wheel, a rolling motion occurs only if the molecule is manipulated 




1.1.2.2 Molecular Switching 
With STM, various molecular switches supported on surfaces can be 
studied at the single molecule level. In this section, we review the STM 
induced single molecule switches operated by different mechanisms, including 
conformation switching, spin switching, charge switching and bond switching. 
Conformation Switching 
Most molecular switches operate by changing conformations. 
42-47,54-57,59-62,67-71 A conformational switch is defined as a switchable molecule, 
which has isomers with a different three-dimensional (3D) structure. The 
switch may take place in the 3D molecular conformation, without a 
modification of the bond structure. This is called stereoisomerization.108 Wang 
et al have demonstrated the control of a single molecular switch by pushing 
and pulling a Sn ion through an adsorbed tin phthalocyanine (SnPc) on 
Ag(111).46 As shown in Figure 1.10a and 1.10b, SnPc can adopt two 
conformations on Ag(111). In one conformation the Sn atom points toward the 
vacuum; while in the other conformation, the Sn atom points toward the 
surface. Molecules directly adsorbed on the metal surface can be transformed 
irreversibly from the Sn-up to the Sn-down conformation by applying a 




Figure 1.10 (a) Side views of Sn-up and (b) Sn-down molecules with fully 
relaxed adsorption geometry. (c) and (d) Pseudo-three-dimensional 
presentation of constant-current STM images of Sn-up (2.0 × 2.0 nm2, Vsample 
= -0.2 V, I = 0.05 nA) and Sn-down (2.0 × 2.0 nm2, Vsample = -0.05 V, I = 0.05 
nA) molecules adsorbed on Ag(111). (e) and (f) STM images of Sn-up (2.0 × 
2.0 nm2, Vsample = -0.9 V, I = 0.2 nA) and Sn-down (2.0 × 2.0 nm2, Vsample = 
-1.8 V, I = 0.2 nA) molecules adsorbed on a single SnPc layer. The single 
arrow between (c) and (d) illustrates the irreversible switching from Sn-up to 
Sn-down conformations, while the double arrow between (e) and (f) illustrates 
the reversible switching. Reprinted from ref. 46, with permission from the 
American Chemical Society, copyright 2009. 
 
between Sn-up and Sn-down can only be achieved on the second layer SnPc, 
as shown in Figure 1.10e and 1.10f. Through the combination of the 
experimental observations and the calculated results, they proposed that the 
transition from Sn-up to Sn-down is achieved via hole attachment. The 
resonant tunneling out of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-1 of 
Sn2+ creates a transiently oxidized Sn3+, which is smaller than Sn2+. The 
applied pulse voltage provides energy to move the Sn3+ further to the substrate 
surface. The most likely mechanism leading to the Sn-down to Sn-up 
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switching is the excitation of intramolecular vibrations. This switching is 
induced by the positive sample bias. The resonant transfer of tunneling 
electrons to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)+1 gives rise to 
a negatively charged and thus transiently reduced molecule. Upon leaving the 
molecule the electron may deposit energy to vibrational degrees of freedom of 
the molecule and thus excite the switching process. 
 
Figure 1.11 (a) Spectroscopy of naphthalocyanine on a NaCl bilayer on 
Cu(111) where the peaks correspond to tunneling into the LUMO (positive 
bias) and out of the HOMO (negative bias). (b) STM images at Vsample = -1.6 V, 
I = 1 pA (left) and Vsample = 0.65 V, I = 1pA, as well as at low bias (Vsample = 
0.05 V, I = 1pA) compared with the calculated HOMO and LUMO of the free 
molecule. The lower center panel shows the structure model to scale where the 
arrow indicated the central hydrogen atoms that are along the horizontal arms. 
The STM images were obtained with a molecule terminated tip. Reprinted 
from ref. 43, with permission from the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, copyright 2007. 
 
The isomerization may also take place by a reshuffling of the 
intermolecular chemical bonds, which is referred to as structural isomerization. 
An elegant example of structural isomerization is the current-induced 
hydrogen tautomerization of naphthalocyanine molecule, which has been 
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demonstrated by Liljeroth et al.43 Figure 1.11a shows the dI/dV spectra 
acquired on an isolated naphthalocyanine molecule adsorbed on NaCl(100) 
bilayer on Cu(111). The corresponding STM images and DFT simulated 
images of the HOMO, LUMO and in gap orbitals are shown in Figure 1.11b. It 
is found that the LUMO image allows for easy determination of the position of 
the inner hydrogens. The arms with hydrogens show a single-lobe structure at 
the end, as opposed to the nodal plane along the other two arms. The hydrogen 
taumerization can be induced by positioning the tip above the molecule and 
substantially increasing the bias above the LUMO resonance. The reaction can 
be directly monitored in the current signal. During the measurement, the 
tunneling current switches back and forth between two well defined levels, as 
shown in Figure 1.11c. When lower the bias and image the LUMO at 
resonance, they found that the two current levels correspond to a 90° rotation 
of the LUMO. This observation can be assigned to changes in the position of 
the imino hydrogens in the central cavity. The dependence of the switching 
rate on the current is linear. This indicates that the switching is caused by a 
one-electron process. 
Spin Switching 
A new field of molecular spintronics is emerging that combines the ideas 
and advantages of spintronics and molecular electronics.37 A fundamental link 
between these two fields can be established by using molecular magnetic 




Figure 1.12 (a) STM image of an isolated molecule of TbPc2 on Au(111). (b) 
A schematic model of the double-decker TbPc2 molecule. The upper (lower) 
Pc is coloured in blue (silver). (c) Side view of the TbPc2 molecule after 
structural optimization by using DFT calculations. (d) A simulated STM image 
of the TbPc2 molecule by DFT calculations. (e) Film of TbPc2. An alternating 
contrast pattern of nine molecules is shown on the right hand side with 
brighter molecules in yellow and darker molecules in brown. (STM images of 
a and e were obtained with Vsample = -0.8 V and I = 0.3 nA. Bars correspond to 
1nm). (f) A magnified image of bright (upper) and dark (lower) molecules. 
The black (green) line connects lobes 2 and 6 of bright and dark molecules. 
The two lines are rotated 15° with respect to each other. (g) A tentative model 
of the adsorption configuration of TbPc2 film, corresponding to the image in e. 
Bright (θ = 45°) and dark (θ = 30°) molecules form a pseudo-square lattice, 
and the red and blue Pc ligands correspond to vacuum- and substrate-side Pc 
ligands, respectively. (h) and (i) Conversion of the centre molecule from bright 
(θ = 45°) to dark (θ = 30°) by applying a current pulse. The target molecule is 
marked by an arrow. Change in the contrast and the top view of the centre 
molecule are schematically illustrated. (j) Current during a -2.0 V voltage 
pluse over a TbPc2 molecule initially in the bright state. The tip remained 
fixed over a lobe position with the feedback loop open. Each jump in the 
current indicates the moment of rotation of the molecule and low state 
corresponds to the dark state. (e) Comparison of the Kondo peaks before I and 
after II the application of the pulse. Reprinted from ref. 113, with permission 
from Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2011. 
 
intensively investigated for their rich quantum behavior, such as quantum 
tunneling of magnetization,109 quantum phase interference,110 Kondo effect30 
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and Zeeman splitting of the Coulomb-blockade peaks.111 Due to the presence 
of large spin and high anisotropy barrier, SMM in a time-dependent magnetic 
field are shown to exhibit magnetic hysteresis loops.112 This opens the exciting 
perspective of exploiting spins to store and process information, made even 
more appealing owing to their rich quantum behavior.  
Using double-decker bis(phthalocyaninato) terbium (III) complex (TbPc2) 
as a SMM, Komeda et al. showed that the molecular spin can be switched on 
and off by applying an electric current via a STM.113 The switching is 
manifested through the disappearance and reappearance of the Kondo 
resonance. The Kondo effect arises from the coupling between a localized 
electron spin and a sea of conduction electrons. Figure 1.12a shows an STM 
image of an isolated TbPc2 adsorbed on Au(111). Figure 1.12b and 1.12c are 
the schematic models of the top view and side view of TbPc2. Two Pc ligands 
sandwich a Tb ion with an azimuthal rotational angle of 45°. Simulated STM 
image of the TbPc2 molecule on Au(111) is shown in Figure 1.12d, and 
indicates that the eight protrusions in the STM images are from the upper Pc 
ligand. TbPc2 in a monolayer film forms a checkerboard contrast pattern, as 
depicted on the right hand side of Figure 1.12e. The bright and dark molecules 
are shown in yellow and brown, respectively. Magnified image in Figure 1.12f 
reveals that upper Pc ligand of the bright and dark molecules are rotated by 15° 
with respect to each other. The bright and dark molecules can be switched 
between each other by injecting enough current via the STM tip. Figure 1.12h 
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and 1.12i show STM images, in which the centre molecule is converted from 
bright to dark by applying a pulse Vsample to the molecule. Rotation of a 
molecule can be monitored by the tunneling current change, as shown in 
Figure 1.12j; the high and low states of the tunneling current correspond to 
bright and dark state respectively. The log-log plot of the rotation rate versus 
the tunneling current yields a slope of ~1.09, which suggests that the 
current-induced rotation is an one-electron process. Figure 1.12k shows the 
analysis of tunneling conductance (dI/dV) on a TbPc2 molecule. A clear Kondo 
resonance is observed when the tip is positioned over one of the lobes of the 
bright molecule. However, the Kondo feature disappears for the dark molecule. 
Moreover, when the tip is placed over the center of the bright or dark 
molecules, no Kondo feature can be observed. This indicates that an unpaired 
electron in a π orbital of the upper Pc ligand of the bright molecule is 
responsible for the appearance of the Kondo peak. DFT calculations shows 
that upon the rotation of the upper Pc ligand from 45°, the singly occupied 
molecular orbital (SOMO) will shift toward the Fermi energy. Hence, in the 
presence of the Au(111) surface, the SOMO became doubly occupied near θ = 
30° due to charge transfer from the surface, quenching the molecular spin and 
the Kondo state. The controlled on and off switching of a molecular spin 






Molecular charge switching requires bistability of the charge states of the 
molecule. This can be achieved if (i) the lifetime of the tunneling electron on 
the molecule is sufficiently long and (ii) there is a mechanism that stabilizes 
the extra charge on the molecule.53, 72, 114 If the atom is directly adsorbed on a 
metal surface, the strong coupling between them will prevent the permanent 
charging of the atom. However, if the molecule is adsorbed on an ultrathin 
insulating film, the life time of the electron on the molecule can be 
considerably increased, which leads to the stable charging state.  
 
Figure 1.13 (a) STM image of Au adatom on NaCl/Cu(111). After recording 
the image (a), the STM tip was positioned above one of the Au adatom (arrow) 
and a positive voltage pluse was applied to the sample. After a time t, a sharp 
decrease in the tunneling current can be observed in (d). A subsequent STM 
image (b) shows that the manipulated Au adatom has a different appearance 
but did not change its position. By applying a negatibe voltage pulse, one can 
switch the manipulated adatom back to its initial state (c). (e)-(g) Calculated 
electronic and geometric properties of the neutral and (h)-(j) negatively 
charged Au adatom. The ion-core positions are represented by a sphere model 
(e and h), in which the spheres representing Au, Cl-, and Na+ are clolored gold, 
green, and blue, respectively. The calculated partial density of states (PDOS) 
of s-states at the Au adatom (f and i). the 6s-derived state is partially and fully 
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occupied in (f) and (j). STM images are simulated by contours of constant 
LDOS (g and j), where z = 0 Å corresponds to a distance of 6.4 Å from the 
topmost NaCl reference plane. Reprinted from ref. 53, with permission from 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2004. 
 
Repp et al. showed that individual gold atoms on an ultrathin insulating 
NaCl film supported by a copper surface can exhibit two different charge 
states.53 As shown in Figure 1.13a, individual Au atoms on NaCl(100)/Cu(111) 
are imaged as protrusions. By applying a positive 0.6 V to the sample and 
monitoring the current, a sharp decrease in the tunneling current can be 
observed (Figure 1.13d). Subsequent STM image in Figure 1.13b shows that 
the manipulated Au adatom has changed to a sombrero-like shape. By 
applying a negative voltage pulse to the sample, the Au adatom can be 
switched back to its initial state, as shown in Figure 1.13c. The two different 
states before and after manipulation are assigned to the neutral and negatively 
charged state, respectively. This assignment is further confirmed by the DFT 
calculations. As shown from Figure 1.13e-1.13j, for the Au0 adatom, a weak 
bond is formed with a binding energy of 0.4 eV. It is adsorbed about 3.2 Å 
above the Cl- ion and leaves the ionic positions within the NaCl film relatively 
unperturbed. However, the position of the Au- adatom is 0.4 Å closer to the 
surface, and is stabilized by large ionic relaxations within the NaCl film. The 
Cl- ion underneath the adatom is forced to move downward by 0.6 Å and the 
surrounding Na+ ions to move upward by 0.6 Å. This relaxation pattern creates 
an attractive potential for the additional charge on the Au adatom. The 
additional charge is further stabilized by the screening charge in the metal 
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substrate and by the electronic polarization of the ionic layer. Statistical 
analysis of the switching behavior of Au adatoms suggests that the switching 
between two charge states is attributed to inelastic electron tunneling. 
Bonding Switching 
 
Figure 1.14 (a) Au- adatom in close proximity of a Au-PTCDA complex. With 
the tip at the position indicated by the (red) circle, the sample bias voltage V 
was ramped to -1.5 V. A sudden increase in the tunneling current I indicated a 
successful modification of the complex. (b) In the subsequent STM image, the 
adatom and the molecule no longer appeared separated. By ramping the 
voltage to +1.5 V, the complex was switched back to the initial state, as 
confirmed by the subsequent image (c). Imaging parameters: Vsample = 0.2 V, I 
= 5 pA. (d)-(f) STM images of Au-PTCDA in the nonbonded (a) and the 
bonded [(b), (c)] configuration (imaging parameters: Vsample = 0.2 V, I = 3 pA). 
The tip had been terminated with a CO molecule. (g)-(i) Corresponding 
constant-height AFM images (imaging parameter: amplitude A = 0.4 Å, 
frequency f = 23, 165 Hz and distance with respect to the STM set point above 
the substrate between +0.8 Å and +1.0 Å). (j)-(m) DFT-calculated geometries 
of the complex in the nonbonded [(j), (k)] and the bonded [(l), (m)] state. The 
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unit cell used for the calculations is indicated in (j) and (l), and the different 
atomic species are colored in gray (C), red (O), white (H), green (Cl), blue 
(Na), orange (Cu), and yellow (Au). Reprinted from ref. 52, with permission 
from the American Physical Society, copyright 2010. 
 
Due to its capabilities to image and manipulate adsorbates on the atomic 
scale, STM is also possible for the basic chemical reaction studies, such as 
dissociation, diffusion, adsorption, desorption and bond-formation processes.85 
Complex mechanisms are involved when forming a bond between two 
adsorbed molecular fragments on a surface. To form a bond between them, the 
electronic wave functions of their reactive parts need to overlap significantly. 
Hence, they have to be in close proximity on the surface and their reactive 
parts must align properly. Mohn et al. have presented a molecular switch that 
is based on the reversible bond formation between a Au adatom and an organic 
admolecule [perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA)] on a 
thin NaCl film supported by a Cu substrate.52 The reversible switching of a 
Au-PTCDA complex on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) is shown in Figure 1.14a-1.14c. 
At the beginning, a Au- adatom is brought in close proximity of a PTCDA- 
adamolecule (Figure 1.14a). Then the sample bias is ramped to -1.5V. 
Subsequent STM image shows that the complex has been switched to a 
different state (Figure 1.14b). By ramping the bias voltage to +1.5V, the 
complex can be switched back to the initial state (Figure 1.14c). They referred 
to the different states of the complex as the nonbonded [Au-PTCDA(N)] and 
bonded [Au-PTCDA(B)]. To determine the atomic structure of the different 
configurations of Au-PTCDA, atomically resolved AFM molecular imaging 
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was used. As shown in Figure 1.14g-1.14i, the perylene core of the PTCDA is 
clearly resolved in the AFM images. For Au-PTCDA(N), the AFM image 
shows that the molecule and the Au adatom are clearly separated. While for 
the Au-PTCDA(B), the Au atom is no longer separated from the molecule and 
the brightness of the lower part of the atom-molecule complex is enhanced. A 
distinct enhancement of the brightness is observed above one of the two inner 
C sites at the lower edge of the molecule, and the two mirrored configurations 
can be clearly distinguished. The experimental results are corroborated by 
DFT calculations, as shown in the calculated atomic structures of the complex 
in Figure 1.14j and 1.14k. A more detailed calculation of the PDOS reveals 
that a covalent bond is formed between Au adatom and PTCDA for 
Au-PTCDA(B).  
1.2 Molecular Self-assembly on Surfaces 
In the above section, we introduce a variety of external stimuli and 
mechanisms that are responsible for the operation of molecular switches. 
However, for practical applications, incorporation of these molecular switches 
into more complex and rationally designed nanostructure is needed. 
Self-assembly represents a promising bottom up approach to fabricate 
well-defined molecular architectures at surfaces. In this section, we will give a 
brief introduction of various self-assembled molecular nanostructures on 




1.2.1 Introduction of Self-assembled Molecular Nanostructures on 
Surfaces 
Supramolecular self-assembly, which is described as “ the spontaneous 
association of either a few or many components resulting in the generation of 
either discrete oligomolecular supermolecules or of extended polymolecular 
assemblies such as molecular layers” ,115 represents a promising bottom up 
approaches to fabricate well defined molecular architectures at surfaces. The 
ability to fabricate large area periodic molecular arrays opens up potential 
applications in the fields of organic116, 117 and molecular electronics,118-121 and 
biosensors.122-124  
Various intermolecular interactions, including strong covalent 
bonding,125-130 directional and selective non-covalent interactions such as 
hydrogen bonding 131-170 and metal-ligand coordination,171-184 as well as weak 
van der Waals,162, 185-197 dipole-dipole198, 199 and donor-acceptor 
interactions200-204 have been widely exploited for the assembly of molecules on 
surfaces. By rational design and selection of molecular building blocks, a large 
variety of molecular arrays with desired functionality can be realized, such as 
isolate molecules,174, 177clusters,199 one-dimensional (1D) supramolecular 
nanogratings or chains,128, 131, 132, 136, 142, 146, 147, 149, 153, 199 two-dimensional (2D) 
honeycomb networks, 133, 135, 138-140, 143, 144, 150, 152, 155, 161, 162, 165, 184-186, 188-194 
rectangular coordination networks,171, 172, 175, 176, 178-180, 183 kagomé networks,160, 
185, 190, 191, 195, 197, 205 tetragonal cavities,157-159 nanomesh200 as well as more 
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complex multi-component arrangements. 151, 166, 182, 196, 201-204, 206-209 Elegant 
examples are surface covalent organic frameworks (SCOF) including dimers, 
long linear chains and 2D networks formed by covalently bonded 
bromophenyl porphyrin (BrxTPP) with one, two or four Br substituents on 
Au(111);128 2D open honeycomb network on Ag-passivated Si(111) substrates 
stabilized by triple hydrogen bonding between melamine and perylene 
tetra-carboxylic di-imide (PTCDI);135 2D rectangular metal-organic 
coordination networks (MOCNs) with tailored pore size and functionality by 
the modular assembly of polytopic organic carboxylate linker molecules and 
iron atoms on Cu(100) surface; 173, 190 2D linear, honeycomb as well as 
kagomé porous networks of dehydrobenzo annulene (DBA) derivatives at the 
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB)/graphite liquid-solid interface based on van der 
Waals interactions between interdigitating alkyl chains;190 well-ordered 
organic donor/acceptor nanojunction arrays comprising p-sexiphenyl (6P) and 
C60 via self-assembly of C60 on the molecular nanotemplate of 6P nanostripes 
on Ag(111).202 
1D or 2D highly periodic supramolecular assemblies can also be used as 
nanoscale templates. Surface nanotemplate-assisted molecular assembly 
represents another promising route toward the construction of addressable 




Figure 1.15 Various molecular networks on surfaces as well as the 
corresponding host-guest aggregates. (a) STM image (Vsample = -2 V, I = 0.1 
nA) of C60 heptamers on a PTCDI-melamine network. Inset, high-resolution 
view showing an individual cluster. Scale bar,5 nm;135 (b) High-resolution 
image of 2D reticulated Fe-TDA open network with rectangular nanocavities 
on Cu(100) substrate, positioning of molecular backbone and ligands are 
marked, Fe atoms are shown as blue spheres (up), scale bar 1nm; the cavities 
in Fe-TDA networks can host C60 monomers, dimmers or trimers, scale bar 5 
nm;173 (c) height-shaded surface plot of a high-resolution STM image (6 × 6 
nm2) of C60/OBOCMC8 adlayer on Au(111) (top) and the proposed structural 
model (bottom);206 (d) scheme of the rearrangement reaction illustrating 
dynamic constitutional diversity of the self-assembled entities formed by 
bifunctional molecules with a 2,4,6-tristyrylpyridine core(top), STM image 
(25.7 × 18.7 nm2) after rearrangement induced by addition of 
hexabenzocoronene (bottom left) and scheme of the obtained hierarchical 
structure (bottom right);189 (e) STM images (9 × 9 nm2  for the upper panel) 
showing the preferential trapping of individual C60 molecules into the 
nanocavities of the C60 nanomesh.200(a) Reprinted from ref. 134, with 
permission from Nature Publishing Group, Copyright 2003; (b) Reprinted 
from ref. 172, with permission from Nature Publishing Group, Copyright 2004; 
(c) Reprinted from ref. 205, with permission from American Chemical Society, 
Copyright 2006; (d) Reprinted from ref. 188, with permission from 
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WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Copyright 2007; (e) Reprinted 
from ref. 199, with permission from American Chemical Society, Copyright 
2008. 
 
features prepatterned and well ordered preferential adsorption sites that can 
selectively accommodate guest adsorbates. Surface confined 2D molecular 
networks, especially those with void spaces, or the so called “2D porous 
networks”, can serve as templates to selectively accommodate molecules to 
form molecular arrays with periodicity matching the underlying nanotemplates. 
Examples include C60 heptamers trapped within the pores of the honeycomb 
network stabilized by triple hydrogen bonding between PTCDI and melamine 
(Figure 1.15a);135 C60 monomers, dimers or trimers trapped in 2D reticulated 
nanocavities of MOCNs with tunable size and topology as illustrated in Figure 
1.15b;173 C60 included in the adlayer of a calix[8] arene derivative 
(C104H128O24) OBOCMC8 on the Au(111) surface (Figure 1.15c);206 structural 
transformation of DBA molecular networks from a linear nonporous structure 
to a honeycomb porous network in response to the addition of guest coronene 
molecules as shown in Figure 1.15d;188, 189 ordered 2D C60 arrays adsorbed 
atop the C60 nanomesh template (Figure 1.15e).200  
By rational design and selection of molecular building blocks with 
desired functionalities, the ordered 2D molecular nanostructrues can have a 
broad range of applications. The 2D nanoporous networks115, 210 with a tunable 
cavity size and periodicity can be used to immobilize and isolate the guest 
molecules in a repetitive and spatially ordered manner, which enables 
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addressing them in-situ at the single molecule scale. It is found that these 
nanopores could act as confined reaction vessels for the template synthesis of 
inorganic and organic nanoparticles.211, 212 These extended 2D networks can 
even be homochiral on the entire surface, with potential applications in 
asymmetric heterogeneous catalysis and chiral separation.213 Extended 2D 
open network structures can be fabricated via a number of different 
approaches. One example is the MOCNs. The incorporation of metal centers 
increases the functional properties of the nanostructures and facilitates their 
uses in heterogeneous catalysis,214-221 molecular recognition and gas 
storage,222-228 chemical separations,214, 229 sensing230 and molecular 
magnetism.231-233 These self-assembled molecular nanostructures show the 
great potential in high density information storage, based on the successful 
demonstration of reversible switching of single dipole molecule between two 
different dipole configurations,234-236 controlling the spin state of a 
single-molecule magnet,31, 113, 237 trans-cis isomerization of the azobenzene 
molecules,45, 62, 238 and so on. 
1.2.2 Effect of Molecule-Substrate Interfacial Interactions and 
Intermolecular Interactions on Molecular Self-assembly on Surfaces 
The controlled positioning and assembly of functional molecules into 
ordered structures on surfaces depends on the interplay of multiple interactions 
on different strengths and length scales.210, 239-250 The arrangement of 
molecules on surfaces is governed by a combination of molecule-substrate 
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interactions and intermolecular interactions. A subtle balance of these 
interactions can lead to the formation of well-defined supramolecular 
architectures over macroscopic areas. Supported surfaces play a critical role in 
guiding the molecular self-assembly process. Depending on their reactivity 
and electronic properties, chemisorption or physisorption of the adsorbate 
molecule may occur.  
 
Figure 1.16 Molecular nanostructure arrays formed on metal surfaces. (a) 
STM image (65 × 100nm2) of randomly distributed Ir(ppy)3 molecules on 
Cu(111) obtained at 81K (Vsample = 0.6 V, I = 80 pA);251 (b) STM image of a 
periodic array of Fe islands nucleated on the dislocation network of Cu bilayer 
on Pt(111) at 250 K, scale bar 20  nm;252 (c) 0.1ML 1-nitronaphthalene (NN) 
adsorbed on a reconstructed Au(111) surface, scale bar 10nm;253 (d) 
high-resolution STM image (V = 2 V, I = 0.5 nA) showing the molecular 
stripes of pentacene on the Cu(110) surface, the molecular stripes running 
along the [001] direction are separated by 28±2 Å (white arrow) as shown 
schematically at the right side together with a stick and ball model of 
pentacene, scale bar 50 Å; 254 (e) molecular resolved image of highly ordered 
pentacene:PTCDA 2D network with R-chirality on Ag(111) (8 × 8 nm2).255(a) 
Reprinted from ref. 251, with permission from American Physical Society, 
Copyright 2007; (b) Reprinted from ref. 252, with permission from Nature 
Publishing Group, Copyright 1998; (c) Reprinted from ref. 264, with 
permission from American Physical Society, Copyright 1999; (d) Reprinted 
from ref. 254, with permission from American Physical Society, Copyright 
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2001; (e) Reprinted from ref. 255, with permission from American Chemical 
Society, Copyright 2008. 
 
For the case of adsorption on metal surfaces, molecular self-assembly can 
be mediated by the substrate in different ways, such as:  
(i) Substrate mediated intermolecular electrostatic repulsion.251, 256-260 
Examples include the formation of highly dispersed superstructures of a 
dipolar iridium complex on Cu(111) stabilized by the strong and long-range 
repulsive intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions as shown in Figure 
1.16a,251 and the spontaneous formation of a superlattice of TTF molecules on 
Au(111) stabilized through the charge transfer induced electrostatic repulsion 
between molecules;256 
(ii) Elastic deformation of the substrate induced long-range interactions 
between adsorbates.252, 261-263 Examples include a periodic array of Fe islands 
nucleated on the strain relief pattern of a Cu bilayer on Pt(111) (Figure 
1.16b);252 C60 nanostructure arrays on the highly regular mesh of boron nitride 
on a Rh(111) single crystalline surface;262  
(iii) Adsorption on the preferential binding sites of the substrate.199, 253, 
264-267 Examples are the use of surface reconstructions199, 264 (see Figure 1.16c) 
or step bunching on vicinal surface,253, 265-267 where the 2D islands 
preferentially nucleate at the higher binding energy sites;  
(iv) 2D surface-state electrons mediated long-range oscillatory 
interactions between adsorbates.254, 268-272 For example, the charge-density 
waves on Cu(110) can effectively modulate the substrate-adsorbate 
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interactions and hence result in the formation of unidirectional rows of 
pentacene on Cu(110)254 (Figure 1.16d);  
(v) Epitaxial interlocking of the molecule with the substrate.255, 257-260 The 
relatively strong molecule-substrate interaction can constrain the molecules to 
adsorb in registry with the surface periodicity and locks them into specific 
adsorption sites, examples include the quasi-epitaxial interlocking of PTCDA 
and pentacene molecules with Ag(111) (Figure 1.16e).255 
 
Figure 1.17 Hydrogen-bonded molecular nanostructures. (a) STM image 
showing the formation of a one-dimensional supramolecular PVBA 
nanograting on Ag(111) surface with a single domain extending over two 
terraces, scale bar 500 Å;131 (b) higher resolution STM image (17.5 × 17.5 
nm2)  showing the molecular arrangement of a parallelogram network formed 
by PTCDI and melamine on Au(111);141 (c) STM image (30 × 30 nm2,V = -1.7 
V, I = 12 pA, T = 77 K) of C60 and ZnOEP molecules trapped in the pores of 
the dehydro-DPDI honeycomb network. The chemical structures are assigned 
to the molecular units by arrows.150(a) Reprinted from ref. 130, with 
permission from WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Copyright 2000; 
(b) Reprinted from ref. 140, with permission from WILEY-VCH Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Copyright 2007; (c) Reprinted from ref. 149, with 
permission from WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Copyright 2007. 
 
Lateral intermolecular interactions also play an essential role in 
determining the supramolecular self-assembly processes on surfaces. The van 
der Waals force universally exists in every material system, but it is rather 
weak and non-directional. The creation of covalent bonded networks relies on 
the polymerization reactions of deposited molecules; they show higher 
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stability but are more difficult to control.125-130 Directional and selective 
hydrogen bonds, which are intermediate strength (5-70 kJ/mol) relative to 
strong covalent bonding (>300 kJ/mol) and weak van der Waals forces (2-10 
kJ/mol),273, 274 represent a versatile and widely employed method to direct the 
assembly of molecular building blocks into supramolecular systems with 
appreciable thermal stability. The properties of the resulting supramolecular 
architectures can be tailored by modifying the functionality and structure of 
the molecular building blocks as well as the molecular ratio. A large number of 
different hydrogen-bonded single-component, binary or multicomponent 
supramolecular assemblies on surfaces have been realized. Elegant examples 
include the 1D supramolecular nanograting of 4-[trans-2-(pyrid-4-yl-vinyl)] 
benzoic acid (PVBA) on Ag(111);131 2D parallelogram network formed by 
PTCDI and melamine on Au(111);141 C60 and zinc octaethylporphyrin  
(ZnOEP) molecules trapped in the pores of the dehydro-DPDI honeycomb 
network. 150 
1.3 Objective and Scope of This Thesis 
Molecular switches on surfaces are intensely investigated because they 
are potential components in future molecule-based functional devices. 
External stimuli like light,62, 69 electric field,42,56 temperature,70 and chemical 
stimulus96-99 have been used in the past to induce switching in self-assembled 
monolayers, however, these stimuli do not provide single molecule selectivity. 
By contrast, STM tip can be used to perform the single molecule manipulation. 
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However, most of the studies are performed either individually or in a 
self-assembled single component monolayer. For the molecular switches to 
have practical applications, three essential steps are required. First, the desired 
function should be encoded in a single molecule. Second, the molecules 
should be coupled to a support substrate and wired into a rationally designed 
molecular matrix without suppressing their switching performance. Third, 
appropriate external stimuli should be applied to turn the functional molecules 
between on and off states with atomic precision. 
Dipolar phthalocyanine molecules, which have been of great interest for 
controlling surface or interface properties in molecular electronic devices and 
tuning the energy level alignment at the interface for molecule-based devices, 
represent a very interesting example of a molecular switch. Its operating 
mechanism is based on a reversible dipole switching. As the nonplanar dipolar 
molecule possesses an out-of-plane electric dipole moment it adopts two 
distinct configurations on a surface, namely, dipole up and dipole down. 
Vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc) and chloroaluminium phthalocyanine 
(ClAlPc) are both nonplanar dipolar molecules, which carry electric-dipole 
moment of 2.27 D and 3.7 D respectively. It is therefore of interest to perform 
the single molecule switching on these systems. Such studies would enable us 
to better understand their switching mechanism and allow us to improve our 
control over the switching process. 
Directional and selective intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen 
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bonding, have been widely used to fabricate single-component, binary or 
multicomponent supramolecular assemblies on surfaces. By carefully selecting 
the molecular building blocks, the molecular switches can be isolated and 
immobilized in a repetitive and spatially ordered manner. Supporting surfaces 
also play a critical role during the single-molecule switching operation. For 
example, the strong interfacial coupling between the metal surface electrons 
and the molecule may cause the intrinsic switching properties of the molecule 
to disappear, or in other cases the lateral electron transport at metal surfaces 
may lead to nonlocal effects. To minimize the substrate effect, atomically flat 
and chemically inert graphite substrates are chosen for the single-molecule 
switching studies in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 of the thesis provides an overview on the working principles of 
the surface analytical probes, namely STM and UPS. The experimental results 
are presented in Chapters 3 to 5. We begin with a investigation of C60: 
pentacene binary system on Ag(111) to demonstrate how to construct 2D 
molecular nanostructure arrays on surfaces through self-assembly. In what 
follows, the reversible switching of single-dipole molecule within the 
single-component VOPc monolayer is presented, and spatially resolved 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy is used to identify the electronic structures of 
VOPc with different dipole orientation. Finally, single-dipole molecule 
switching is extended to binary molecular networks formed by co-assembly of 
ClAlPc and perfluoropentacene (PFP) on graphite, density functional theory 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Methods 
2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy  
In the early 1980s, Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber and Weibel at the IBM 
Rüschlikon laboratory succeeded in the development of STM through the 
successful combination of vacuum tunneling and scanning capability.275 The 
first log I-s characteristics showing an exponential dependence of the tunnel 
current I on the tip-surface separations were obtained by using a tungsten tip 
and a platinum sample on 16 March, 1981. This date has subsequently been 
identified with the birth of the STM. However, the real breakthrough of STM 
came with the first atomic resolution image of the Si(111) 7 × 7 surface 
obtained in autumn 1982. The atomic resolution capability of STM directly in 
real space made STM different compared with all other surface science tools 
and the study of surfaces has been greatly advanced. STM has marked the 
beginning of a novel field of Ångström unit scale research and technology. 
Besides the real-space imaging, STM is also capable of resolving local 
electronic structure at an atomic scale as well as manipulating single atoms or 
molecules with atomic precision.85, 276-280 In the following sections, I will 
briefly introduce the fundamental physics in STM, basic physical principles of 
STM as well as the applications. 






Figure 2.1 The difference between classical theory and quantum theory. In 
classical mechanics, a particle cannot pass through a potential barrier. In 
quantum mechanics, a particle has a non-zero probability of tunneling through 
a potential barrier.  
 
In this section, elementary theories of tunneling through a 1D potential 
barrier are presented, which will provide us with an understanding of the basic 




p U z E
m
                                                (2.1) 
where m is electron mass, and E is the energy. In regions where  E U z , 
the electron has a non-zero momentum   1 22p m E U    . On the other 
hand, the electron cannot penetrate into any region with  E U z . In 
quantum mechanics, the electron is described by a wavefunction  z , 
which satisfies the Schrödinger equation, 
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       2 222
d z U z z E z
m dz
                                 (2.2) 
Consider the case of a rectangular potential barrier, as shown in Figure 2.1, in 
the classically allowed region, E U , equation 2.2 has solutions  
                                            (2.3) 
where 
 2m E U
k
                                        (2.4) 
is the wave vector. In the classically forbidden region, equation 2.2 has a 
solution  
   0 zz e                                                 (2.5) 
Where 
 2m U E
k
                                        (2.6) 
is the decay constant. It describes an electron penetrating through the barrier 
into the +z direction. The probability density of observing an electron near a 
point z is proportional to   2 20 ze   , which has a non-zero value in the 
barrier region, thus has a non-zero probability penetrating a barrier.  
Starting from this elementary model, we can explain some basic features 
of the tunneling between STM tip and sample. We consider a simplified 1D 
potential energy diagram for the system consisting of the tip (left electrode) 
and the sample (right electrode), which are separated by a small vacuum 
gap.282 Here, the tip is considered to be a metal with a constant density of 
states; while the sample contains a distribution of surface states as shown in 
Figure 2.2. When the tip and the sample are far away from each other, their 
   0 ikzz e  
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vacuum levels are aligned and their Fermi levels lie below the vacuum level 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic drawing of the energy level diagram for electron 
tunneling through a simplified 1D barrier. (a) Independent tip and sample 
system. (b) Tip and sample in thermodynamic equilibrium with a small 
vacuum gap in between. (c) Tunneling process at positive tip bias. (d) 
Tunneling process at negative tip bias. 
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by their work functions t  and s  respectively (Figure 2.2a). The quantum 
mechanical wavefunctions of the tip and the sample decay exponentially into 
the vacuum according to equation 2.5 with a decay constant described in 
equation 2.6. When the tip is brought to within 10 Å (usually 4 ~ 7 Å) of the 
surface under investigation without any actual physical contact, there will be a 
very small overlap of the wavefunctions of the tip apex and the surface. In this 
case, the sample and the tip are in thermodynamic equilibrium and their Fermi 
levels must be equal, as illustrated in Figure 2.2b. When a bias voltage U is 
applied to the tip (which is our case), the main consequence is a rigid shift the 
energy levels of the tip downward or upward by an amount eU , depending 
on whether the polarity is positive or negative. For the positive tip bias, the net 
tunneling current arises from electrons that tunnel from the occupied states of 
the sample into the unoccupied states of the tip (Figure 2.2c), whereas at 
negative tip bias, electrons tunnel from the occupied states of the tip into the 
unoccupied states of the sample (Figure 2.2d). Hence, the bias polarity 
determines whether unoccupied or occupied sample electronic states are 
probed. Since the states with the highest energy have the longest decay length 
into vacuum, most of the tunneling current arises from electrons lying near the 
Fermi level of the negative-biased electrode. The tunneling current between 
the tip and the sample can be described by the equation:282 
   
0




mz eUI r E r eU E E dE                      (2.7) 
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where s  and t  are the density of states of the sample and the tip 
respectively as a function of position r and energy E with respective to the 
Fermi level EF. From this equation, we can see that for any given lateral 
position of the tip above the sample, the tunneling current (I) is determined by 
the tip-sample separation z, the applied voltage (U) and the electronic structure 
of the tip and the sample. Thus the tunneling current is a convolution of the 
surface topography and electronic structure of both the tip and the sample. 
2.1.2 Physical Principles of STM Instrumentations 
In the following, we will focus on the STM design, instrumentation and 
various modes of operations. Figure 2.3 shows the essential elements of a 
STM.281 A probe tip, usually made of tungsten (W) or platinum-iridium (Pt-Ir) 
alloy, is attached to a piezodrive, which consists of three mutually 
perpendicular piezoelectric transducers: x piezo, y piezo, and z piezo. Being 
driven by the coarse positioner first and z piezo subsequently, the tip and the 
sample can be brought to within a fraction of nanometer (typically 4 ~ 10 Å). 
Upon applying a voltage, a piezoelectric transducer expands or contracts. By 
applying a bias voltage to the tip, a tunneling current between the tip and the 
sample can be induced. The tunneling current is converted to a voltage by the 
current amplifier which is then compared with a reference current value. The 
difference is integrated to drive the z piezo. The phase of the amplifier is 
chosen to provide a negative feedback: if the absolute value of the tunneling 
current is larger than the reference value, then the voltage applied to the z 
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piezo tends to withdraw the tip from the sample surface, otherwise, the 
feedback loop will instruct the tip to approach the sample surface. By applying 
a sawtooth voltage on the x piezo and a voltage ramp to the y piezo, the tip can 
 
Figure 2.3 The scanning tunneling microscope in a nutshell. The scanning 
waveforms, applying on the x and y piezos, make the tip raster scan on the 
sample surface. A bias voltage is applied between the sample and the tip to 
induce a tunneling current. The z piezo is controlled by a feedback system to 
maintain the tunneling current constant. The voltage on the z piezo represents 
the local height of the topography. To ensure stable operation, vibration 
isolation is essential.  
 
scan on the xy plane. As the tip scans over the xy plane, a 2D array of z 
position, which represents a contour plot of the equal tunneling-current surface, 
is obtained, displayed and stored in the computer system. Since tunneling 
current depends on the tip-sample distance z as well as the local density of 
states of the sample, a 2D image containing both the topography and 
electronic information can be obtained by recording the tip height z as a 
function of the tip position x and y. To achieve atomic resolution, a stability of 
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the tip-to-sample spacing at the level of 0.1 pm is required. This required 
stability can only be achieved by combination of an effective isolation system 
and a rigid design of the STM instrument. 
There are two modes for STM imaging, constant current mode and 
constant height mode, as shown in Figure 2.4. As already described above, in 
the constant current mode, a feedback is used to adjust the height of the tip 
during scanning, so that the tunneling current between tip and sample is kept 
constant. The height z adjustment is performed by applying voltage Uz to the z 
piezo while the lateral tip position (x,y) is determined by the corresponding 
voltages Ux and Uy applied to the x piezo and y piezo. Therefore, the recorded 
signal Uz(Ux,Uy) can be translated into the ‘topography’ z(x,y) which also 
includes the contribution from the electronic states of the sample. The constant 
current mode is the most widely used mode of STM operation, however, 
 
Figure 2.4(a) Schematic illustrations of the constant current mode of STM 




a drawback is that the finite response time of the feedback loop limits the scan 
speed and data acquisition time considerably. In the constant height mode, the 
tip is scanned across the surface while maintaining the original tip-sample 
separation at the start of the scan. The feedback can be switched off 
completely and the modulation of the tunneling current with the full sensitivity 
of the exponential dependence of the current on tip-sample spacing then 
reflects the atomic scale ‘topography’ information with a convolution of the 
sample electronic structure. This constant height mode can be used to collect 
STM images at real-time video rates, however, its application is limited to 
surfaces that are nearly atomically flat over the imaged surface regions, since 
there is a possibility of the tip crashing into the surface asperities. 
2.1.3 Tunneling Through Adsorbates 
 
Figure 2.5 Two typical tunneling processes in the adsorbate/substrate system. 
(a) Electrons directly tunnel from the tip to the substrate as there are no 
available unoccupied electronic states within the energy window eUbias. (b) 
Electrons first tunnel from the tip to the adsorbate and then to the substrate 
because there are some unoccupied electronic states of the adsorbate within 




Besides the imaging of clean surfaces, STM can also be used to 
characterize the adsorbate-covered surfaces.283 These adsorbates can be atoms 
or molecules, when they are directly adsorbed on a conductive surface. The 
discrete levels of the atoms or molecules can be broadened, shifted and mixed 
because of the interaction with the electronic continuum of the substrate. 
When a voltage U is applied to the tip (with the sample grounded, which is our 
case), only those states lying between EF and EF + eU contribute to the 
tunneling current. The sign and magnitude of the applied voltage, then, 
determine which states can contribute to the resulting topography images.  
Figure 2.5 represents two typical tunneling processes that could happen 
when atoms or molecules adsorbed on a surface. Here, we only show the case 
where the tip is negatively biased. If there are no available unoccupied states 
of the adsorbates within the energy window eU, which means that the Fermi 
level of the tip is aligned in the gap of the adsorbates, electrons will directly 
tunnel from the tip to the sample (Figure 2.5a).284 On the other hand, if there 
are some available unoccupied electronic states within the energy window, the 
electron will first tunnel from the tip to the unoccupied states of the adsorbates 
and then to the substrate (Figure 2.5b).280 Moreover, by tuning the tip bias to 
different energy, voltage-dependent STM imaging can be achieved. This 
method often provides a quick and simple way to assess whether there are any 
interesting differences between different bias voltages.  
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During the STM imaging, two tunneling processes can occur, elastic 
tunneling and inelastic tunneling.83, 285 If the energy of the electron is 
conserved in the tunneling process, that is to say, the electron energy is equal 
in the initial and final states, it is said that the electron has tunneled elastically. 
In contrast, if the electron has gained or lost energy due to interaction with 
elementary excitation such as phonons, magnons or plasmons, the tunneling 
process is called inelastic. 
2.1.4 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy 
The spectroscopic capability of STM combined with its high spatial 
resolution is perhaps the most important feature of STM and has been applied 
widely.282 The simplest way of obtaining spectroscopic information of the 
surface is recording the voltage-dependent STM images. This relies on the fact 
that at a particular chosen bias voltage, only the electronic states between the 
Fermi levels of the tip and the sample can contribute to the tunneling current, 
as already mentioned above. However, the limitation of this procedure is that 
the constant current STM images generally reveal both geometric and 
electronic structure information which cannot easily be separated. Therefore, 
additional experimental techniques have been introduced to extract the 
electronic structure information more clearly, preferably independent of the 
surface geometric structure. This is achieved by measuring the differential 
tunneling conductance (dI/dU). From equation 2.7, we know that the tunneling 
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current is a function of the sample electronic states involved in the tunneling 
process. Taking the derivative of equation 2.7, we get: 
 ,sdI r eU
dU
                                              (2.8) 
Therefore, structure in dI/dU as a function of U can be attributed to structure 
of the density of states of the sample. 
During the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurement, the 
tip-sample distance is kept constant by switching off the constant current 
feedback loop.281 A high-frequency sinusoidal modulation voltage is 
superimposed on the constant d.c. bias voltage applied between tip and sample. 
By recording the tunneling current modulation, which is in-phase with the 
applied bias voltage modulation, by means of a lock-in amplifier, an 
atomically resolved spectroscopic signal dI/dU can be obtained. The 
measurements of local dI/dU curves at constant tip-sample separation can be 
extended to every pixel in an image, which is referred to as dI/dU mapping. It 
uses a sample-and-hold amplifier to alternately gate the feedback loop on and 
off. During the time of active feedback, a constant stabilization voltage U is 
applied to the tip and the tip height is adjusted to maintain a constant tunneling 
current. When the feedback loop is deactivated, the applied tip voltage is 
linearly ramped between two preselected values and the dI/dU curve is 
measured at a fixed tip height. Afterwards, the applied bias voltage is set back 
to the chosen stabilization voltage U and the feedback system is reactivated. 
By acquiring the dI/dU curves rapidly while scanning the tip at low speed, a 
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constant current topography and spatially resolved spectroscopic signal dI/dU 
can be obtained simultaneously.  
2.1.5 Computational Simulation of STM Images 
The calculations were performed using DFT implemented in the Vienna 
Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) within the generalized gradient 
approximation plus DFT-D2 van der Waals (vdW) correction. The 
exchange-correlation functional of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof and the 
projector-augmented wave methods were used. The plane-wave basis cutoff 
energy was set to 500eV. The criteria of convergence for energy and force 
were set to 10-5 eV and 0.02 eV/Å. A (3×3×1) k-point grid was used. STM 
images were simulated using the Tersoff and Hamann approximation. 
Adsorption configurations of VOPc molecules on graphene were studied using 
DFT calculations. A slab with a 40 Å vacumm layer was used. 
2.1.6 Multi-chamber LT-STM System 
Our LT-STM system is a custom-built multichamber ultra high vacuum 
(UHV) system with a base pressure of about 10-10 mbar, housing an Omicron 
LT-STM interfaced to a Nanonis controller.203, 286, 287 The UHV environment is 
utilized to avoid the sample surface contamination, and this is achieved 
through the combination of rotary pump, turbomolecular pump and ion pump. 
Figure 2.6 shows the photography of our LT-STM system, which consists of a 
load-lock chamber, a preparation chamber and a LT-STM analysis chamber 
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separated by gate valves. The transfer arm allows in-situ transfer between the 
 
Figure 2.6 Photograph of multi-chamber UHV system used for LT-STM 
experiment. 
 
load-lock, preparation chamber and the LT-STM chamber. The preparation 
chamber is equipped with a manipulator, a sputter gun and several Knudsen 
cells. The manipulator is used to fix the sample to desired positions for sample 
cleaning (sputtering) and molecular deposition. It can also be used for sample 
degassing and post-annealing process, depending on the sample properties, 
either direct heating or filament heating can be applied. The STM chamber is 
cooled by a cryostat filling with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium, which can 
cool the sample down to 77K or 4K. The low temperature environment 
minimizes thermal diffusion of molecules on the surface which can both 
improve the image quality and reduce the thermal broadening of electron 
energy states during STS measurement. All STM images in this thesis are 
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recorded in constant current mode with a chemically etched tungsten tip at 
liquid nitrogen temperature (77K) with the bias voltage applied to the tip. 
2.2 Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
2.2.1 Basic Principles of Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the arrangement of molecules on surfaces is 
governed by a combination of molecule-substrate interactions and 
intermolecular interactions. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is 
the most established tool to investigate the interface electronic properties and 
hence it can be used to evaluate the nature of molecule-substrate interfacial 
interactions and intermolecular interactions.288 A typical experiment setup for 
UPS measurement is schematically shown in Figure 2.7, 
 
Figure 2.7 A typical experimental setup for UPS measurements, including a 
light source, an electron energy analyzer and a data collection system. 
 
including a light source, an electron energy analyzer and a data collection 
system. In general, UPS utilizes ultraviolet light sources (e.g., rare gas 
discharge, monochromatized synchrotron radiation) to excite photoelectrons 
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from the shallow valence states, therefore serving as a probe for the valence 
bands of solids. For the UPS studies, the kinetic energy of photoelectrons is in 
the range of some eV to several ten’s eV, resulting in high surface sensitivity 
of this technique, as the inelastic mean free path of such electron is below 
1nm.289 
 
Figure 2.8 Example of a typical PES spectrum showing the various energy 
levels. The inset displays the schematic of photoelectron emission process in a 
PES experiment. Reprinted from ref. 291, with permission from Elsevier, 
copyright 2009. 
 
The kinetic energy of the photoelectron directly after emission from the 
sample is  
'
kin B sampleE h E                                             (2.9) 
where the h  is the energy of the photon irradiation, BE  is the electron 
binding energy relative to the substrate Fermi level EF, and sample  is the 
sample work function.290 The kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectron is 
measured by a spectrometer. However, in most cases, the work function of the 
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spectrometer spec  is different from sample . Hence, the kinetic energy of the 
electron measured by the spectrometer will be 
 'kin B spec kin spec sampleE h E E                                (2.10) 
For a given experimental setup spec  is a constant, and therefore the binding 
energy of the electrons of the sample can be measured. By keeping h  fixed 
and sweeping the measured kinetic energy, the energy distribution curve is 
obtained. Figure 2.8 shows a typical UPS spectrum, which can be divided into 
the low kinetic energy secondary-electron region and the high kinetic energy 
valence band region.291 These secondary electrons stem from inelastically 
scattered (within the sample) photoelectrons. The electrons at the 
secondary-electron cut-off (SECO) are able to leave the sample in the limit of 
' 0kinE  , however, all electrons with 'kin spec sampleE     would not be able to 
enter the spectrometer. In order to overcome this potential barrier and enable 
the measurement of the SECO, a negative potential of a few volts is applied to 
the sample, rigidly shifting all energy levels upwards relative to the 
spectrometer. Now the spectrum is measured with a kinetic energy higher by 
the amount of the applied negative potential. From the spectrum, we can 
obtain the sample work function  
 , ,Fsample kin E kin SECOh w h E E                                 (2.11) 
where , Fkin EE  and ,kin SECOE  are the kinetic energy of the sample Fermi level 
and the SECO respectively, and w  is the width of the spectrum. The hole 
injection barrier (HIB) and the ionization potential energy (IP) can also be 
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determined from the spectrum. The HIB is commonly defined as the energy 
difference between EF and HOMO,  
, ,Fkin E kin HOMOHIB E E                                        (2.12)  
where ,kin HOMOE  is the linear extrapolation of the high-kinetic energy onset of 
the HOMO peak, as shown in Figure 2.8. The IP of the organic material is the 
energy difference between the HOMO and the vacuum level, it can be derived 
from the following equation: 
 , ,kin HOMO kin SECOIP h E E                                    (2.13) 
The information of the unoccupied states can be obtained from the inverse 
photoemission spectroscopy (IPES), or simply estimated from the transport 
band gap to the HOMO.  
2.2.2 Multi-chamber UPS System 
The UPS experiments were carried out in a custom-built multi-chamber 
UHV system.292, 293 Figure 2.9 shows the setup of our UPS system, it consists 
of load-lock chamber, preparation chamber, chemical reaction chamber and 
the analysis chamber separated by gate valves. The transfer arm allows in-situ 
transfer between different chambers. The preparation chamber is equipped 
with a manipulator, a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and several Knudsen 
cells. Sample degassing, molecular deposition and post-annealing can be 
performed in this chamber. The chemical reaction chamber is mounted with a 
sputter gun, a manipulator and a variable leak valve. In this chamber, the 
reaction of organic thin films on the sample surface with various gases at 
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different temperatures can be carried out. The analysis chamber is installed 
with a UV-lamp, a twin anode X-ray gun, a low energy electron diffraction 
(LEED) and an Omicron EA125 electron energy analyzer. The UPS 
measurement is done in the analysis chamber using He I (21.1 eV) as the 
excitation source. The vacuum level is measured through the linear 
extrapolation of SECO with -5 V sample bias. The binding energy is referred 
to the Fermi level of a sputter-cleaned gold foil. 
 
Figure 2.9 Photography of multi-chamber UHV system used for UPS 
measurement. 
 
2.3 Sample Preparation 
2.3.1 Substrate Preparation 
The substrates used in this thesis are single crystal Ag(111) and highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). A clean Ag(111) surface with large 
terraces was obtained by a few cycles of Ar+ sputtering and subsequent 
annealing at 800K. In order to get a clean HOPG substrate, a freshly cleaved 
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HOPG was thoroughly degassed in the UHV chamber at around 800K 
overnight.  
2.3.2 Basic Properties of the Molecules 
A molecule is an electrically neutral group of two or more atoms held 
together by chemical bonds. The chemical and physical properties of an 
molecule is to a great extent determined by the molecular orbitals. We know 
that atomic orbitals describe the wave-like behavior of the electrons in an atom. 
Molecular orbitals are the linear combination of atomic orbitals. When atomic 
orbitals interact, the resulting molecular orbitals can be of three types: bonding, 
antibonding and nonbonding. The bonding molecular orbitals has lower 
energy than the atomic orbitals that combine to produce them whereas the 
bonding molecular orbitals has higher energy. Nonbonding molecular orbitals 
have the same energy as the atomic orbitals of one of the atoms in the 
molecule. There will be a range of filled and empty orbitals in the molecule. 
However, in the molecular interaction, special attention is paid to the frontier 
orbitals. One is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and another is 
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). 
The HOMO and LUMO orbitals are most important in determining the 
chemical reactivity of molecules. It can also determine the charge transfer 
direction between two different molecules. If we use a reference orbital, the 
molecules can be classified into donor type and acceptor type. For the donor, 
the HOMO is higher in energy than that of a reference orbital. For the acceptor, 
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the LUMO is lower in energy than that of a reference orbital. However, the 
classification of the donor and acceptor type is not absolute. This is because 
the driving force for an electron transfer is related to the difference in energy 
between the orbitals not the absolute energy. 
The molecules used in this thesis include pentacene, C60, VOPc, PFP and 
ClAlPc. Molecules were thermally evaporated from Knudsen cells onto the 
clean substrate kept at room temperature. Deposition rate was monitored by a 
QCM first and further calibrated by counting the adsorbed molecule coverage 
in large-scale STM images. Prior to deposition, all the molecular sources were 
purified by gradient vacuum sublimation. For the fabrication of binary 
molecular networks, different molecules were sequentially deposited from 
separated Knudsen cells onto the substrates. All the sample annealing 






Chapter 3: LT-STM/UPS Investigation of Two-Dimensional 
Crystallization of C60:Pentacence Binary System  
3.1 Introduction 
As already discussed in Chapter 1, the controlled assembly and 
positioning of functional molecules into ordered 2D molecular architectures 
on solid surfaces represents a promising bottom up approach for the 
realization of molecule-based miniaturized devices in the field of organic,294 
molecular electronics17 and biosensors.295 In recent years, the concepts of 
supramolecular chemistry have been extensively exploited to engineer 
molecules into well-ordered 2D supramolecular architectures stabilized by 
non-covalent intermolecular interactions (such as van der Waals forces, 
hydrogen-bonding and metal-ligand interactions),135, 153, 154, 159, 160, 167, 173, 201, 210, 
239, 240, 242, 243, 296-309 and robust covalent chemical bond formation.128, 310 In 
particular, this endeavour has led to the creation of surface porous 
nanotemplates which provide ordered preferential adsorption sites to 
selectively accommodate guest molecules, thereby resulting in the formation 
of well-ordered guest molecular arrays.135, 154, 173, 300 The periodicity or 
symmetry of the resulting guest molecular arrays can be further tuned by 
modifying the geometry and intermolecular interactions of the “building 
blocks” of the porous nanotemplates. Another strategy is to manipulate the 
intermixed phase of binary or multi-component molecular systems that are 
largely governed by the interplay between intermolecular and 
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molecule-substrate interactions.153, 201, 301-306 A great variety of novel 
supramolecular assemblies including 1D molecular chains and 2D arrays with 
tunable periodicity have been achieved by carefully controlling the intermixed 
molecule ratio. An elegant example is the assembly of tunable 1D C60 
molecular chain arrays by manipulating the binary molecular systems of 
C60:α-Sexithiophene201 and C60:p-Sexiphenyl.305, 306  
Understanding and hence the controlling of the nanostructure 
formation at the organic donor-acceptor heterojunction interfaces are also 
crucial for organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs).311-317 The formation of 
interdigitized nanostructures could significantly enhance exciton 
dissociation at the donor-acceptor heterojunction interfaces, hence 
achieving better power conversion efficiency. Intensive research efforts 
have been devoted to the understanding of the interface nanostructure 
formation mechanism, as well as the development of various interface 
engineering approaches to effectively control the interface nanostructure 
formation.311-317 The self-assembly or 2D crystallization of organic 
donor-acceptor binary molecular system on single crystal substrate could 
represent an ideal model system to provide the atomic scale understanding 
of the interface nanostructure formation mechanism through the 
manipulation of intermolecular and molecule-substrate interface 
interactions at different strength and length scales.315, 316 
In this chapter, we study the fabrication of highly ordered C60 2D 
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molecular arrays including C60 nanomesh networks, C60 pentamer and C60 
pair arrays by simply controlling the post-annealing temperature of the 
binary molecular system of C60 and pentacene on Ag(111). The 2D 
crystallization processes on Ag(111) were monitored by in-situ LT-STM, 
and compared with the same system on inert graphite surface. The 
interfacial charge transfer and energy level alignment between C60 and 
pentacene films were evaluated by in-situ UPS. 
3.2 LT-STM Study of C60:Pentacence Binary System on Ag(111) 
The molecular structures of C60 and pentacene are shown in Figure 3.1a. 
We firstly self-assembled a highly periodic pentacene superstructure on 
Ag(111) by room temperature deposition of 0.7 ML pentacene on Ag(111) 
(1ML pentacene corresponds to a close-packed monolayer pentacene on 
Ag(111)) and subsequent annealing at 380 K for 30 min. Figure 3.1c and 3.1d 
show a representative large scale (50 × 50 nm2) and molecularly-resolved (7 × 
7 nm2) STM images of the pentacene array, respectively, in which individual 
pentacene molecules can be clearly identified as characteristic rod-like 
features. All the pentacene molecules lie flat with their π plane parallel to the 
Ag(111) surface. A rectangular unit cell is highlighted on the image with a1 
=2.90 ± 0.02 nm and b1 =1.03 ± 0.02 nm. We propose a model involving 
loosely packed pentacene units with a “brick-wall” structure, as shown in the 
schematic drawing of Figure 3.1b.307 This pentacene arrangement is similar to 




Figure 3.1 (a) Molecular structures of pentacene and C60. (b) Schematic 
model for the packing structure of the “brick-wall” pentacene superstructure 
on Ag(111). (c) Large scale STM image (50 × 50 nm2, Vtip = -0.9 V) of the 
“brick-wall” pentacene superstructure on Ag(111). (d) The corresponding 
molecularly-resolved STM image (7 × 7 nm2, Vtip = -0.9 V). (e) STM image 
(20 × 20 nm2, Vtip = -1.5 V) and (f) the corresponding proposed model of 2D 
C60 nanocavity network after the room temperature deposition of 0.7 ML C60 
onto the pentacene covered Ag(111) and followed by subsequent annealing at 
360K. 
 
Room temperature deposition of about 0.7 ML C60 onto this ordered 
pentacene superstructure resulted in the formation of rather disordered C60 
structures, in contrast to the hexagonally close packed (hcp) C60 monolayer on 
clean Ag(111). A regular extended 2D nanomesh structure with an ordered 
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nanocavity array, referred to as network 1, was formed when the sample was 
annealed at 360 K for 30 min, as shown in Figure 3.1e. The ordered 
nanocavities are defined by a regular arrangement of C60 molecules and have a 
unit cell of a2 = 2.62 ± 0.02 nm, b2 = 2.10 ± 0.02 nm, and α2 = 60o ± 2o. Figure 
3.1f shows a schematic model proposed for the formation of the ordered 
network as we previously reported.28 It involves the C60 adsorption-induced 
structural rearrangement of pentacene into pentacene pair arrays, accompanied 
by the decoration of C60 aside the pentacene pairs.307 We have previously 
demonstrated that the ordered 2D network 1 serves as an effective template 
for selective inclusion of guest C60 molecules at the cavity sites.307 
Annealing this C60:Pentacene binary molecular system at 370 K for 80 
min leads to the structural transformation from the long range ordered 
nanomesh structure (network 1) to the assemblies involving the coexistence 
of two different types of C60 superstructures, as highlighted by domain 1 and 2 
in Figure 3.2a. Figure 3.2b shows the molecularly-resolved STM image of the 
ordered 2D array in domain 1, referred to as network 2. Network 2 is 
constituted by an ordered packing of C60 molecular pairs. The C60-C60 distance 
within the pair is 1.0 nm, close to the van der Waals length in C60 solids,319 
whereas the inter-pair distance along the packing direction is 1.72 nm. As such, 
the regular arrangement of C60 molecular pairs gives rise to a nanocavity array 
with the unit cell of a3 = 1.98 ± 0.02 nm, b3 = 1.72 ± 0.02 nm, and α3 = 70o ± 2o. 
We propose a model for the network 2 as shown in Figure 3.2c, involving the 
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thermal annealing induced rearrangement of C60 and pentacene on Ag(111) 
into a superstructure comprising of C60 pairs interlinked through a single 
pentacene molecule. As compared with the nanomesh structure (network 1) in 
Figure 3.1e, the size of the nanocavity in network 2 is decreased, suggesting 
the possibility to fabricate 2D nanomesh templates with tunable nanocavity 
size to selectively accommodate guest molecules with different molecular 
dimension. 
Figure 3.2d displays the high-resolution STM image for the coexisting 
C60 superstructure in domain 2 (Figure 3.2a). The C60 molecules are 
arranged into ordered trapezoid-shaped assemblies composing five C60 
molecules, henceforth referred to as the C60 pentamer array. The unit cell of 
the C60 pentamer array is highlighted in Figure 3.2d with a4 = 2.31 ± 0.02 
nm, b4 = 2.73 ± 0.02 nm, and α4 = 70o ± 2o. The intermolecular distance 
within one C60 pentamer is around 1 nm, close to the van der Waals 
distance of C60 molecules, indicating that the van der Waals interaction 
plays an important role in stabilizing this C60 pentamer superstructure. As 
such, a proposed model for the C60 pentamer array is shown in Figure 3.2e. 
At this stage, the occupancy percentage of the C60 pentamer array is 
estimated to be 40%, as judged from large-scale STM images. When the 
sample was annealed at 410 K for 30 min, the C60 pair network 2 was 
completely disappeared and the surface was then dominated by the C60 




Figure 3.2 (a) Large scale STM image (100 × 100 nm2, Vtip = -2.1 V) for 
C60:pentacene binary system after annealing at 370K for 80 min, the observed 
two different domains (1 and 2) are highlighted. (b) Close up STM image (10 
× 10 nm2, Vtip = -2.1 V) and (c) the corresponding proposed model of 2D C60 
pair network in domain 1. (d) Close up STM image (10 × 10 nm2, Vtip = -2.0 V) 
and (e) the corresponding proposed model of the C60 pentamer arrays in 
domain 2. (f) STM image (60 × 100 nm2, Vtip = -2.1 V) of the C60:pentacene 
binary system after annealing at 410K for 30 min. 
 
Interestingly, we can observe the insertion of C60 pairs between C60 
pentamers in some area of STM images as shown in Figure 3.2f. Figure 
3.3a displays a large scale STM image in another region after annealing at 
410K. In addition to the C60 pentamer array (up-right corner) and the C60 
pentamer array with the insertion of C60 pair (Figure 3.3b), a locally 
ordered C60 pair superstructure adopting a herringbone arrangement can be 
observed, as shown by the corresponding high resolution image in Figure 
3.3c. The unit cell of the C60 pair array is highlighted in Figure 3.3c with a5 
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= 2.31 ± 0.02 nm, b5 = 2.72 ± 0.02 nm, and α5 = 88o ± 2o. Similar to the 
above-mentioned models, we propose a schematic model in Figure 3.3d 
involving the rearrangement of the pentacenes molecules on Ag(111) to 
accommodate the C60 pairs. However, due to the difficulty of the direct 
imaging of pentacene molecules in these C60 superstructures, we are not 
able to provide conclusive experimental evidence for our proposed models. 
Theoretical calculations are needed to confirm our proposed models. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) Large scale STM image (100 × 100 nm2, Vtip = -2.0 V) for 
C60:pentacene binary system after annealing at 410K for 30 min. (b) The 
corresponding close up STM image (20 × 20 nm2, Vtip = -2.0 V) shows the 
insertion of C60 pairs between C60 pentamers. (c) STM image (20 × 20nm2, Vtip 
= -2.0 V) and (d) the corresponding model of a locally ordered herringbone 
C60 pair structure. 
 
It is well known that the self-assembly of ordered molecular structures on 
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metal surfaces is generally controlled by the subtle balance between the 
intermolecular interactions and molecule-metal interaction at the different 
strength and length scale.167, 210, 240, 242, 243, 297, 298 The intermolecular interaction 
between acceptor-type C60 and donor-type pentacene molecules can involve 
π-π interaction (curvature π-plane in C60 and planar π-plane in pentacene), and 
weak donor-acceptor charge transfer interaction. STM images at the defect 
sites (not shown here) reveal that the arrangement of pentacene superstructures 
was significantly modified by the inclusion of C60. The re-arranged pentacene 
structures can provide an effective “skeleton” to guide the formation of the 
characteristic ordered C60 array. The intermolecular distance within the C60 
pairs and pentamers is 1 nm, close to the van der Waals interaction distance of 
C60.319 This indicates that the C60-C60 van der Waals interaction stabilizes the 
structure within basic “blocks” for different C60 arrays. In addition to the 
intermolecular interactions, the interaction between C60 or pentacene 
molecules and the Ag(111) surface should be considered. Previous studies 
have shown that the energy of the molecule-metal interfacial interaction 
involving electronic coupling between molecules and metal surface can be 
several times larger than that of the intermolecular van der Waals 
interactions.320, 321 Therefore, the strong molecule-Ag(111) interactions arising 
from the effective coupling between the d-bands in Ag and molecular 
π-orbitals (pentacene and C60) play a key role in interlocking the long-range 
ordered C60 molecular arrays on Ag(111). As such, we propose that the 
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delicate interplay between the intermolecular (C60-pentacene and C60-C60, 
pentacene-pentacene) interactions and molecule-Ag(111) interaction stabilizes 
the ordered C60 molecular arrays. Such interplay between different interactions 
can be subtly modified by carefully choosing appropriate annealing 
temperatures, resulting in various well-ordered 2D C60 molecular arrays in our 
experiment. 
3.3 LT-STM Study of C60:Pentacence Binary System on HOPG 
 
Figure 3.4 (a) Large scale STM image for lying down pentacene monolayer 
on HOPG surface (30 × 30 nm2, Vtip = -2.0 V). (b) Corresponding detailed 8 × 
8 nm2 image (Vtip = -1.6 V). (c) Schematic drawing for the proposed molecular 
packing structure of lying down pentacene on HOPG. (d) Large scale STM 
image (100 × 100 nm2, Vtip = -2.3 V) of C60 on monolayer pentacene covered 
HOPG. (e) The corresponding close up STM image (10 × 10 nm2,Vtip = 2.3V) 
of the locally ordered herringbone C60 pair structure. Reprinted from ref. 345, 
with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2008. 
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To evaluate the effect of molecule-substrate interfacial interactions on the 
2D crystallization of C60:pentacene binary system, we carried out the same 
self-assembly experiments of C60 on monolayer pentacene covered HOPG 
substrate. In contrast to the strong interfacial interaction between C60 
(pentacene) and Ag(111), the C60-HOPG and pentacene-HOPG interfacial 
interactions are mainly dominated by the relatively weak van der Waals forces 
or π-π interactions. Figure 3.4a shows a large scale STM image of a 
well-ordered pentacene monolayer on HOPG.345 The corresponding 
molecular-resolved STM image is shown in Figure 3.4b, where the rod-like 
bright feature represents a single pentacene molecule. All pentacene molecules 
lie flat on HOPG with their extend π-plane parallel to the substrate. The unit 
cell is highlighted in Figure 3.4b with a6 = 0.89 ± 0.02 nm, b6 = 1.63 ± 0.02 nm, 
and α6= 60o ± 2o. The schematic drawing in Figure 3.4c shows the proposed 
molecular packing structure of monolayer pentacene on HOPG. Figure 3.4d 
shows the large scale STM image after room temperature deposition of 0.7 
ML C60 on monolayer pentacene. It is found that short-range ordered C60 pair 
array assembled into irregularly shaped island. As shown by the corresponding 
high resolution STM image in Figure 3.4e, such C60 pair array adopts a very 
similar structure with the one on Ag(111) (Figure 3.3c). The unit cell of a7 = 
2.45 ± 0.02 nm, b7 = 2.70 ± 0.02 nm, and α7= 90o ± 2o is highlighted in Figure 
3.4e. It is worth noting that the C60 pair array is the only observed 
superstructures on HOPG even after annealing at different temperatures. This 
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clearly reveals that molecule-substrate interfacial interactions strongly affect 
the self-assembly processes of the C60:pentacene binary system. 
3.4 UPS Study of C60:Pentacence Intermolecular Interactions 
 
Figure 3.5 Evolution of UPS spectra at (a) low kinetic energy region, (b) and 
(c) low binding energy region near the Fermi level during the sequential 
deposition of C60 on 3nm pentacene covered HOPG. All binding energy are 
referred to the substrate Fermi level. 
 
As the interfacial interactions between C60 (pentacene) and HOPG are 
weak, C60 on pentacene film on HOPG can be used as a good model system to 
understand the nature of C60-pentacene intermolecular interactions, in 
particular, the strength of the donor-acceptor charge transfer interaction, by 
using in-situ UPS experiments. Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of thickness 
dependent UPS valence band (VB) spectra at the low-binding energy region 
(Figure 3.5b and 3.5c), and at the low-kinetic energy region (SECO measured 
with -5V sample bias, Figure 3.5a) during the deposition of C60 on 3 nm 
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pentacene film on HOPG at RT. Clearly, the vacuum level (as determined 
through the linear extrapolation of the low-kinetic energy onset in Figure 3.5a) 
is almost aligned at the C60/pentacene interface during C60 deposition, 
suggesting that there is a negligible or at most very weak charge transfer 
occurring at the C60/pentacene donor-acceptor heterojunction interface.322, 323 
This can be further confirmed by the evolution of the thickness dependent VB 
spectra in Figure 3.5b and 3.5c. Spectrum 2 in Figure 3.5b and 3.5c shows the 
typical VB structure of a pentacene thin film, with the HOMO peak centered 
at the binding energy of 1.49 ± 0.02 eV, and the HOMO leading edge at 1.12 ± 
0.02 eV. Sequential deposition of C60 top layer leads to the appearance of a 
C60–related HOMO peak centered at 2.38 ± 0.02 eV and the HOMO leading 
edge at 1.72 ± 0.02 eV (Figure 3.5c). As shown in Figure 3.5c, we did not 
observe any apparent binding energy shift of both pentacene- and C60-related 
HOMO peaks during the sequential deposition of C60. This suggests that the 
degree of the charge transfer at the C60:pentacene interface is negligible or 
very small, and hence the interface is dominated by the π-π interaction 
(between the curvature π-plane in C60 and the planar π-plane in pentacene).  
Figure 3.6 shows the schematic energy level alignment diagram at the 
C60/pentacene interface, where the position of LUMO is estimated by taking 
account of the HOMO-LUMO gap measured by UPS and IPES.324 The 
diagram clearly reflects the nature of vacuum level alignment and the flat band 




Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the energy level alignment at the 
C60/pentacene heterojunction interface. 
 
3.5 Summary  
In this chapter, we demonstrate the fabrication of a variety of 
well-ordered C60 molecular arrays including C60 nanomesh networks, C60 
pentamers and C60 pairs on Ag(111) by controlling the annealing temperatures 
for the C60-pentacene (donor-acceptor) binary molecular system. The 
formation of different C60 molecular arrays is ascribed to the subtle interplay 
between C60-pentacene intermolecular interaction, C60-Ag(111), and 
pentacene-Ag(111) interfacial interactions. This result suggests that 
controlling the self-assembly or 2D crystallization processes of binary 
molecular (especially donor-acceptor) systems represents a versatile route to 
fabricating novel 2D molecular architectures. Such detailed study could also 
help better understanding of the nanostructure formation mechanism at the 
organic donor-acceptor heterojunction interfaces for their application in 
organic solar cells. 
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Chapter 4: Single Molecule Tunneling Spectroscopy Investigation of 
Reversibly Switched Dipolar Vanadyl Phthalocyanine on Graphite 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we demonstrate the fabrication of various C60 
nanostructure arrays through self-assembly. To further extend their 
applications in molecular nanodevices, it is necessary to introduce desired 
functionality into these self-assembled molecular nanostructure arrays. By 
rational design of molecules with molecular centers featuring key 
functionalities such as dipole moment or magnetic moment and peripheral 
atoms for intermolecular hydrogen bonding, the fabrication of 
long-range-ordered molecular nanostructure arrays with desired functionalities 
over the macroscopic area can be achieved. The most appealing example of a 
functional molecule is formed by a molecular switch. Understanding and 
controlling molecular switches on surfaces are not only of fundamental 
importance, but also essential for construction of molecule-based electronic 
devices. A prerequisite for the realization of a molecular switch is the ability to 
manipulate a single molecule between bistable41-53, 56, 59, 62-66 or even multiple 
states.67, 68, 325 As mentioned in Chapter 1, various external stimuli such as 
electric field,42, 56 tunneling electrons,41, 43-49, 63, 65, 67, 68 light62, 69 and 
temperature70 have been used to trigger the single molecule switching. 
Regarding the intrinsic properties of the molecules, the molecular switches can 
be realized in different ways, for example, shifting the atom position of 
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non-planar molecules, cycling the trans-cis isomerization of azobenzene 
molecules,44, 45, 56, 59, 62, 69, 71 flipping the orientation of dipole molecules,55 
manipulating the chirality of enantiomers,63, 70, 73 controlling the charge 
states,48-51, 53 spin states,64, 65 electronic states of molecules,66 and modifying 
the bonding formation.52, 326 
The VOPc molecule, which possesses a permanent electric dipole 
moment, represents a very interesting example of a molecular switch. As a 
nonplanar dipolar molecule, it adopts two distinct configurations on a surface, 
namely dipole up and dipole down, so its operating mechanism is based on a 
reversible dipole switching. Support surface also plays a critical role during 
the single-molecule switching operation. For example, the strong interfacial 
coupling between the metal surface electrons and the molecule may cause the 
intrinsic switching properties of the molecules to disappear, or in other cases 
the lateral electron transport at metal surfaces may lead to nonlocal effects. To 
minimize the substrate effect, atomically flat and chemically inert graphite is 
chosen as the substrate to study single molecule switching. 
STM has been proved to be a powerful tool for the investigation of single 
molecular switches on surfaces due to its capability of imaging, manipulating 
and characterizing of molecules at the atomic-scale. As a complementary 
technique, STS allows the investigation of molecular electronic structures on a 
single-molecule scale.46, 48, 64, 73, 327, 328 Electronic properties of different 
molecular moieties in a self-assembled nanostructure or even different parts of 
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a single molecule can be revealed by STS.328 
In this chapter, we demonstrate the ability of STM to switch of a single 
VOPc molecule between bistable configurations in self-assembled 
closely-packed monolayer on graphite. Through the combination of STM 
measurements and DFT simulations, we assign these two bistable 
configurations as O-up and O-down configurations. By controlling the polarity 
of the pulse voltage applied to the tip, VOPc molecules can be switched 
between O-up and O-down configurations. The switching is confined to the 
specifically addressed molecules without affecting the adjacent molecules. 
STS measurements show that the electronic structures of the molecules are 
sensitive to the dipole orientation.  
4.2 Self-Assembled Monolayer and Bilayer VOPc on HOPG 
As shown in the schematic in Figure 4.1a, VOPc is a non-planar dipolar 
molecule. The V-O bond is out-of-plane and the VOPc molecule carries an 
electric-dipole moment of 2.27 D.329 Well-ordered VOPc monolayer can be 
formed by depositing 1ML VOPc on HOPG at RT and subsequent annealing at 
380 K for 50 min, as shown in the large scale STM image in Figure 4.1b. The 
corresponding high resolution image in Figure 4.1c reveals the four-lobe 
feature of VOPc molecule with a central bright protrusion.330 In particular, all 
VOPc molecules adopt the O-up configuration with the molecular π-plane 
parallel to the graphite surface. The square unit cell of the unidirectionally 
aligned molecular dipole array of 1.47 × 1.47 nm2 is highlighted in Figure 4.1c 
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and 4.1d.  
 
Figure 4.1 (a) Top view and side view of VOPc molecular structure. (b) Large 
scale (50 × 50 nm2, Vtip = 2.5 V) and (c) corresponding high resolution (10 × 
10 nm2, Vtip = 2.5 V) STM images of 1ML VOPc on HOPG. (d) Schematic 
packing structure of VOPc on HOPG. 
 
Increasing the coverage to 1.5 ML can result in the formation of 2nd layer 
VOPc molecules. As shown in Figure 4.2 a, the 2nd layer VOPc molecules 
adopt a four-lobe feature without the center bright protrusion. This indicates 
that the 2nd layer VOPc adsorb with an O-down configuration. The lateral 
profile in Figure 4.2b corresponds to the red line in Figure 4.2a. It reveals a 
height difference of ~0.3nm between the 2nd layer and single layer films, 
which corresponds to the out-of plane lattice spacing of planar phthalocyanine 
monolayers with flat-lying configuration.  
 
Figure 4.2 (a) STM image of bilayer VOPc on HOPG (20 × 20 nm2, Vtip = 
-2.598 V). (b) The corresponding line profile between the first layer and 
second layer. 
 
DFT calculations were also carried out to simulate the O-up and O-down 
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configurations. In STM simulation, VOPc molecules on single layer graphene 
were studied and a (1×1) supercell was chosen according to the experimental 
results. Figure 4.3a-c show the top view, side view of the optimized structures 
and simulated STM images for O-up configuration on graphene; while Figure 
4.3d-f are for the O-down configuration. Both of them are in good agreement 
with the experimental data. 
 
Figure 4.3 (a) Top and (b) side views of the optimized structure and (c) 
simulated STM image of the O-up configuration. (d) Top and (e) side views of 
the optimized structure and (f) simulated STM image of the O-down 
configuration. Simulated STM images are calculated for occupied bands, with 
the energy range (2.5 eV) in consistent with the experimental bias voltage 
applied to the tip. 
 
4.3 Single Molecule Switching within Self-Assembled VOPc Monolayer on 
HOPG 
Single molecule switching can be realized in this closely-packed 
monolayer. To switch a molecule, a voltage pulse was applied to the center of 
VOPc with opened feedback loop. A sequence of STM induced molecular 
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switching from O-up to O-down configuration is presented in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4 A sequence of STM images showing the controlled switching of 
VOPc molecules from O-up configuration to O-down orientation.(10 × 10 nm2, 
Vtip = 2.0 V, Iset = 100 pA). The molecule indicated by the yellow circle 
(molecule 1) was switched from O-up (a) to O-down (b) by a positive voltage 
(+4 V, 5 ms), and then molecule 2 and 3 in the pink and red circle were 
switched to O-down configuration one by one. 
 
During the pulsing processes, the tip was held at a fixed height above the 
target molecule by setting Vtip = 2.0 V, Iset = 100 pA. Initially, the molecule 1 
indicated by the yellow circle with the O-up configuration (Figure 4.4a) was 
switched to a O-down configuration (Figure 4.4b) by applying a positive 
voltage pulse to the tip (+4 V, 5 ms). The image was then scanned 
subsequently to confirm the successful switch. Using the same method, 
molecule 2 and 3 indicated by the pink and red circle were switched to 
O-down configurations sequentially. It is worth noting that the single molecule 
switching within the close-packed monolayer is very controllable and 
localized to the specifically addressed molecules. Careful inspection of the 
STM images reveals that the neighboring VOPc molecules remain unaffected; 
at the same time, the in-plane molecular orientation of the switched molecules 
keeps the same. These observations suggest that the dipole switching process 




Figure 4.5 (a)–(c) Series of STM image showing the reversible switching 
between the O-up and O-down configurations (8 × 3 nm2, Vtip = 2.5 V, Iset = 
100 pA). The molecule indicated by the red circle (molecule 1) was switched 
from O-down (Figure 4.5a) to O-up configuration (Figure 4.5b) by applying a 
negative voltage pulse to the tip (-3 V, 5 ms); while molecule 2 indicated by 
the pink circle was switched from O-up (Figure 4.5b) to O-down configuration 
(Figure 4.5c) by applying a positive pulse (+4 V, 5 ms). (d)-(e) Desorption of 
one VOPc molecule from the surface after applying a negative pulse -3 V to 
the tip (1.2 × 6 nm2, Vtip = 2.5 V, Iset = 100 pA). 
 
The reversible switching from O-down to O-up configuration can also be 
achieved when the bias voltage was inverted. As shown in a series of STM 
image of Figure 4.5a-c, the molecule 1 denoted by the red circle in Figure 4.5a 
was switched from O-down to O-up configuration (Figure 4.5b) by applying a 
negative voltage pulse to the tip (-3 V, 5 ms). Next, the molecule 2 denoted by 
the pink circle in Figure 4.5b was pulsed by a positive voltage (+4 V, 5 ms), 
and switched to O-down configuration (Figure 4.5c). Molecule 3 adopted the 
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O-down configuration during the switching processes and can be used as a 
marker. The switching from O-down to O-up configuration was less 
reproducible, as the molecule often desorbed from the surface at higher 
negative voltage. This low success rate of the reverse process has also been 
observed in other molecular switches.41, 73 The STM images in Figure 4.5d-e 
demonstrate that the VOPc molecule indicated by the purple circle has been 
desorbed from the surface after applying a negative pulse of -3 V above the 
molecule. 
To understand the mechanism of the dipole orientation switching of the 
VOPc molecules, we investigated the reaction yield as a function of the pulse 
voltage. The reaction yield is defined as the number of switching events per 
injecting electrons.234 During the statistical analysis of the reaction yield, the 
tip position was set to Vtip = 2.5 V, Iset = 100 pA and the pulse voltage was 
varied from 2 V to 4 V. The threshold voltage for molecular switching from 
O-up to O-down configuration was 3.5 V; while the reverse switching required 
a negative voltage around -3 V. We have also analyzed the dependence of 
switching rate on the tunneling current, which can help to elucidate whether 
the switching process is triggered by the electric field or inelastically tunneled 
electrons.  
The switching rate was defined as –[ln(N/N0)]/t, where N0 refers to the 
number of O-up molecules applied with positive voltage pulse, N is the 
number of molecules remaining in the O-up state after the pulse, and t is the 
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period of the voltage pulse.234 During the switching rate measurement, the tip 
was centered above the O-up molecules and a pulse voltage of 4 V was 
applied to the tip for 5 ms. We note that this pulse voltage is higher than the 
threshold voltage. If providing with higher tunneling current (>100 pA), the 
success probability of the switching process is close to 100%. The utilization 
of 4 V as a pulse voltage can ensure that the switching rate we measured here 
is only influenced by the tunneling current.  
 
Tunneling current (pA)      10    30    40      50     100 
 
Switching rate (s-1)         6.25  10.25  61.07   219.72  599.14 
 
Table 4.1 Switching rate as a function of tunneling current (Vpulse = 4 V, 5 ms; 
Vtip = 2.5 V). 
 
Table 4.1 shows the measured switching rates at different tunneling current Iset 
with a constant Vtip of 2.5 V. By simply increasing the tunneling current from 
10 pA to 100 pA, the switching rate increased more than one order of 
magnitude. We have also recorded the relative tip position corresponding to 
various tunneling current. It is found that under the same bias voltage of 2.5 V, 
the relative tip position only changed by 0.077 nm by increasing the Iset from 
10 pA to 100 pA. This modification of the relative distance between tip and 
the underlying molecule is too small to have an influence on the electric field 
between them. Therefore, we conclude that the molecular switching event is 
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not induced by the electric field. We proposed that the observed reversible 
switching is most likely triggered by the inelastic electron tunneling process. 
These tunneling electrons can transfer energy to the molecule to excite the 
switching process46 and the possible channel may involve the “shuttling” of O 
atom between two sides of VOPc molecular plane.  
4.4 STS Measurements of VOPc with Different Dipole Orientations 
STM images only provide the geometry contrast of the two different 
configurations. Differences in the electronic structures between the O-up and 
O-down states can further be verified by STS. The advantage of STS 
compared with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)331 and UPS323, 329 is 
that it allows the investigation of local density of states of a single molecule or 
even different parts within a single molecule.327, 328 In the following, the 
electronic properties of the two configurations were probed with STS.  
 
Figure 4.6 (a) dI/dV spectra of both occupied and unoccupied states, taken on 
O-up and O-down molecules at the key locations indicated by the arrows in 
the inset (5 × 5 nm2, Vtip = 2 V). (b) dI/dV spectra of the occupied states 
acquired on O-up and O-down molecules at different locations. 
 
Figure 4.6a shows the typical dI/dV spectra taken at the representative 
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locations on the O-up and O-down molecules. These locations are indicated by 
the arrows in the inset, where C1, L1 and C2, L2 represent the center and lobe 
of the O-up and O-down molecules respectively. Both occupied and 
unoccupied states have been obtained. All the dI/dV spectra are average of 
about 10 curves, where each curve is an average of 40 scans.331 The shape and 
position of the spectra are highly reproducible. The spectra from both 
configurations show a characteristic energy gap of about 2.4 V, deduced from 
the onset of the electronic states (LUMO and HOMO).329 We note that for 
O-up molecules, DOS measured on both center (C1) and lobe site (L1) shows a 
peak at -1.61 V. As our bias voltage is applied to the tip, this peak is ascribed 
to tunneling into an empty state of the O-up molecule. The case is different for 
O-down molecules, as revealed by spectra C2 and L2 in Figure 4.6a. There is a 
small shift (0.11 V) of the peak position for the local DOS measured at the 
center and the lobe of the O-down molecules. The sensitivity of electronic 
structures to different configurations for molecular adsorption can be 
demonstrated more clearly through the occupied states of the molecules. 
Figure 4.6b shows a set of spectra where only the occupied states of the 
molecules are presented. DOS measured on the center and lobe of the O-up 
molecule show sharp peaks at 1.90 V and 1.61 V respectively. Whereas for 
O-down adsorbed molecules, only less pronounced shoulders are observed. A 
weak but real rise in intensity near 1.6 V and 1.9 V has been detected on the 
center and lobe of O-down molecule. The dI/dV reflects the DOS for 
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adsorbate.332-336 The weak intensity of the band close to the Fermi level can be 
attributed to increased distance between the molecular π plane and the 
substrate, which may have influence on the tunneling probability. The 
orbital-mediated tunneling281, 337-340 spectra of O-up and O-down 
configurations are distinctly different and allow these two configurations to be 
clearly identified. 
4.5 Summary 
In summary, we have demonstrated that VOPc molecules in a closed-packed 
monolayer on graphite can be reversibly switched between O-up and O-down 
configurations. The switching is proposed to be triggered by the inelastically 
tunneled electrons, which provide energy for the O-atom shuttling between 
two sides of VOPc molecular plane. The electronic structures of the VOPc 
with oppositely aligned dipole can be identified by spatially resolved STS. The 
combination of STM and STS enable the complementary investigations of the 
















Chapter 5: Reversible Switching of a Single-Dipole Molecule Imbedded in 
Two Dimensional Hydrogen-Bonded Binary Molecular Networks 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate the single-dipole molecule switching of 
VOPc within self-assembled VOPc monolayer. We propose that the observed 
reversible switching is most likely triggered by the inelastic electron tunneling 
process and the possible channel may involve the “shuttling” of O atom 
between two sides of VOPc molecular plane. However, we cannot rule out the 
possibility of the switching via flipping of the molecular plane. Furthermore, 
up to now, most of the studies of molecular switches were performed either 
individually or in a self-assembled single-component monolayer. 
Incorporation of these molecular switches into more complex and rationally 
designed nanoarchitectures is needed for practical applications. To achieve this, 
single-molecular switches should be interconnected with other molecules via 
intermolecular interactions to form desired long-range ordered nanostructures 
over macroscopic area; at the same time, the molecular functionality 
responsible for molecular switching must remain intact during the 
self-assembly process. Self-assembly of binary molecular systems on inert 
graphite surface via the formation of multiple intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding represents a versatile approach to fabricating ordered and robust 
molecular nanostructure arrays. 166, 204, 308 By varying the binary molecular 
ratio, the interdipole distance of the molecular dipole dot arrays and hence the 
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dipole densities can be easily tuned with atomic precision.341 Moreover, the 
formation of the multiple intermolecular hydrogen bonding can further 
enhance the structure stability of these molecular nanostructure arrays during 
the device operation. 
In order to test switching channel of the dipole molecule as well as 
demonstrate the feasibility of manipulating the molecular switches in more 
complex structures, we use in-situ LT-STM to demonstrate for the first time 
reversible switching of single-dipole molecule ClAlPc imbedded in 2D 
hydrogen-bonded binary molecular networks formed by co-assembly of 
ClAlPc and PFP on graphite. By controlling the polarity of the pulse voltage 
applied to the STM tip, ClAlPc molecules can be switched between dipole-up 
and dipole-down configurations without affecting the neighboring molecules. 
As corroborated by DFT calculations, we propose that the switching is 
achieved by “shuttling” the Cl atom between two sides of the ClAlPc 
molecular plane. 
5.2 Reversible Switching of ClAlPc within PFP:ClAlPc Binary Molecular 
Networks 
Figure 5.1 shows the molecular structures of PFP and ClAlPc molecules. 
A highly ordered hexagonal binary network was formed after coadsorption of 
PFP and ClAlPc with a PFP:ClAlPc ratio of 1:2 on HOPG followed by 
annealing at 370K for 40 min (Figure 5.2a). This hexagonal molecular array is 
proposed to be stabilized via the formation of multiple intermolecular 
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C-H···F-C hydrogen bonding between the periphery F atom on PFP and H 
atoms of neighboring ClAlPc molecules. 273, 308, 341 Figure 5.2b and 5.2c 
displays the corresponding high-resolution STM images, where the rod-like 
feature represents a single PFP molecule and the four-lobe feature with a 
central protrusion represents a single ClAlPc. Careful inspection of the STM 
image reveals that two ClAlPc molecules are surrounded by
 
Figure 5.1 (a) Top view and (b) side view of ClAlPc molecular structure. (c) 
Molecular structure of PFP molecule. 
 
four PFP molecules, forming an oblique unit cell with a1 = 2.50 nm, b1 = 2.80 
nm with an included angle α = 82o. The corresponding schematic molecular 
superstructure is given in Figure 5.2d with the dipole density of 2.86 × 1013 
dipoles/cm2. Both PFP and ClAlPc lie flat on HOPG with their conjugated 
π-plane oriented parallel to the HOPG surface due to interfacial π-π 
interactions. The bright central protrusion in individual ClAlPc can be 
assigned to the Cl atom resided on the flat-lying ClAlPc with a Cl-up 
configuration. 234, 341 As can be seen clearly in Figure 5.2, the directional 
interfacial π-π interactions can lead to that almost all the ClAlPc molecules 
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adopting the Cl-up configuration, consistent with previous reports. 234, 329, 341 
 
Figure 5.2 (a) STM image (45 × 60 nm2, Vtip = 2.2 V) of long-range ordered 
hexagonal binary molecular network formed by PFP and ClAlPc with 
molecular ratio 1:2 on HOPG. Corresponding high resolution STM images of 
the hexagonal structure: (b) (15 × 10 nm2, Vtip = 1.9 V) and (c) (9 × 6 nm2, Vtip 
= 2.5 V). (d) Schematic packing structure for the hexagonal network. 
 
Single-molecule switching can be realized in this binary network by 
positioning the STM tip above the target molecule and subsequently applying 
a voltage pulse. The image was then scanned subsequently to confirm the 
successful switch. By controlling the polarity of the voltage applied to the tip, 
we can switch the ClAlPc molecule between Cl-up and Cl-down 
configurations reversibly. During the pulsing process, the tip was held at 2.0 V 
and 100 pA (with the feedback loop off) to fix the tip above the target 
molecule. ClAlPc molecules can be switched to the desired configurations as 
clearly shown by the sequential STM images in Figure 5.3a-d. The bistable 
states of ClAlPc molecule can be discriminated from the molecularly resolved 
STM images, where the four-lobe feature with a central bright protrusion 
represents a ClAlPc molecule with Cl-up configuration and the four-lobe 




Figure 5.3 (a-d) Sequential STM images showing the reversible switching 
between the Cl-up and the Cl-down configurations. (10 × 10 nm2; Vtip = 2.0 V, 
Iset = 100pA). Molecule indicated by the red circle (molecule 1) was switched 
from Cl-up (b) to Cl-down (c) by a positive voltage (+4.5 V, 5 ms), and the 
molecule indicated by the yellow circle (molecule 2) was switched from the 
Cl-up configuration (a) to the Cl-down configuration (b) by a positive voltage 
pulse and back to the Cl-up configuration (d) by applying a negative pulse (-3 
V, 5 ms). Corresponding schematics demonstrating the switching of molecules 
1 and 2 are shown below each STM image. 
 
configuration. Initially, the molecule in the Cl-up configuration (Figure 5.3a), 
as indicated by a yellow circle, was switched to a down configuration (Figure 
5.3b) by applying a positive voltage pulse (4.5 v, 5 ms) to the tip. 
Subsequently, another molecule in the Cl-up configuration, now denoted by a 
red circle, was switched to the Cl-down configuration (Figure 5.3c) by 
applying the same positive voltage pulse. It is worth noting that only the 
ClAlPc molecule under the STM was switched with the neighboring ClAlPc 
molecules unaffected, revealing a true single-dipole molecule switching. In 
addition, the hydrogen-bonded binary molecular network remained 
unperturbed, confirming the good structural stability of the dipole molecules 
imbedded in the hydrogen-bonded molecular network. Such dipole molecule 
switching is highly reversible. The molecule, as denoted by a yellow circle, 
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which was previously switched from the Cl-up to the Cl-down configuration 
(Figure 5.3a and 5.3b), can now be switched back to the Cl-up configuration 
again after applying a negative voltage pulse (-3 V, 5 ms), as evidenced in 
Figure 5.3d. Again, the negative voltage pulse did not affect the surrounding 
molecules and the molecular networks. Careful inspection of the STM image 
reveals that the in-plane orientation of the ClAlPc molecule also remains the 
same during the switching process. 
 
Figure 5.4 (a) STM image (45 × 60 nm2, Vtip = 2.0 V) of long-range ordered 
“square” binary molecular network formed by PFP and ClAlPc with a binary 
molecular ratio 2:1 on HOPG. (b) High-resolution STM images of the “square” 
structure: (15 × 10 nm2, Vtip = 2.5 V) and (c) (9 × 6 nm2, Vtip =2.5 V). (d) 
Schematic packing structure for the “square” network. 
 
In order to study the influence of the surrounding molecular frame on the 
single-molecule switches we construct a different binary molecular network 
by varying the relative molecular ratio. Increasing the molecular ratio of 
PFP:ClAlPc to 2:1 gave rise to formation of another intriguing binary 
molecular network. Figure 5.4a shows a highly ordered “square” network after 
deposition of PFP and ClAlPc on HOPG, followed by annealing at 370K for 
30 min. High-resolution STM images (Figure 5.4b, 5.4c) reveal that each PFP 
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doublet is surrounded by four ClAlPc molecules, forming an oblique unit cell 
with a2 = 2.50 nm,b2 = 2.25 nm, with an included angle of 84o. Both ClAlPc 
and PFP lie flat on HOPG and almost all the ClAlPc molecules are aligned in 
the Cl-up configuration. Now, all the ClAlPc molecules are well separated by 
neighboring PFP molecules, which enables addressing them at single-molecule 
scale. The schematic of the packing structure is illustrated in Figure 5.4d with 
the dipole density decreased to 1.78 × 1013 dipoles/cm2. 
 
Figure 5.5 (a-d) Sequential STM images showing the reversible switching 
between the Cl-up and the Cl-down configurations (10 × 10 nm2; Vtip = 2.1, 
2.0, 2.0, 2.2 V; Iset = 100 pA). Molecule indicated by the red circle (molecule 1) 
was switched from Cl-up (b) to Cl-down (c) by a positive voltage (+4.5 V, 5 
ms), and molecule indicated by the yellow circle (molecule 2) was switched 
from the Cl-up configuration (a) to the Cl-down configuration (b) by a positive 
voltage pulse and back to the Cl-up configuration (d) by applying a negative 
pulse (-3.5 V, 5 ms). Corresponding schematics demonstrating the switching of 
molecules 1 and 2 are shown below each STM image. 
 
Switching between the Cl-up and Cl-down configurations can also be 
realized in this “square” network, as shown in Figure 5.5a-d. The molecule 
indicated by the red circle can be switched from the initial Cl-up configuration 
(Figure 5.5a, 5.5b) to the Cl-down configuration (Figure 5.5c, 5.5d) by 
positioning the tip above the target molecule and applying a positive voltage 
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pulse (4.5 V, 5 ms). The molecule indicated by the yellow circle shows a 
reversible switching from the Cl-up (Figure 5.5a) to the Cl-down 
configuration (Figure 5.5b and 5.5c) then back to the Cl-up configuration 
(Figure 5.5d). The switching direction can be controlled by the polarity of the 
pulse voltage, with parameters of 4.5 V, 5 ms for Cl-up to Cl-down 
configurations and -3.5 V, 5 ms for Cl-down to Cl-up configurations, 
respectively. Similar to the case of PFP:ClAlPc with a ratio of 1:2, both the 
adjacent molecular network and the in-plane orientation of the switched 
molecule remain unchanged. 
5.3 Reaction Yield of the Single ClAlPc Molecule Switching 
 
Figure 5.6 Reaction yield as a function of voltage pulse (Vtip = 2.5 V, Iset = 100 
pA, feedback loop off). (a) Plot for the ClAlPc imbedded in the hexagonal 
network and (b) “square” network. Threshold voltage for switching from the 
Cl-up to the Cl-down configuration (positive voltage pulse) or the Cl-down to 
the Cl-up configuration (negative voltage pulse) can be extracted from the 
plot. 
 
To understand the mechanism of the dipole switching of the ClAlPc 
molecule imbedded in these hydrogen-bonded binary molecular networks, we 
statistically analyzed the dependence of the reaction yield on the voltage pulse. 
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In our experiments, the reaction yield is defined as the number of switching 
events per injected electron. Figure 5.6 shows the reaction yield as a function 
of voltage pulse for the hexagonal network (Figure 5.6a) and the “square” 
network (Figure 5.6b). Switching from the Cl-up to the Cl-down configuration 
was induced by positive voltage pulse, and we determined the threshold 
voltage for both the hexagonal and the “square” network to be 4 V. For the 
reverse switching from the Cl-down to the Cl-up configuration, a negative 
voltage pulse is used and the corresponding energy onset is around -3 V for 
both systems. The arrangement of ClAlPc molecule in these two networks 
results in different number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds; however, the 
threshold voltage for both systems is the same. This suggests that during the 
switching process the whole molecular plane remain intact, and the only thing 
that can change is the location of the Cl atom. 
On the basis of previous work for the dipole switching for ClAlPc234 or 
other dipole phthalocyanine molecules, 236 two possible mechanisms can be 
proposed for the reversible switching of individual ClAlPc molecule between 
two configurations, including the flipping of the dipole molecule or the 
“shuttling” of the Cl atom between two sides of the ClAlPc molecular plane. 
In our experiment, the molecular networks are stabilized by the intermolecular 
C-F…H-C hydrogen bonding between PFP and ClAlPc. The reversible dipole 
switching observed for ClAlPc molecules exclusively affects the addressed 
molecule and leaves the neighboring molecular network and in-plane 
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orientation of the switched molecule unaffected. Although the arrangement 
and hence the number of hydrogen bonds of ClAlPc imbedded in the 
hexagonal and “square” networks is different, the threshold voltage for these 
two systems are the same. All these observations suggest that the dipole 
switching process is unlikely to be caused by the molecular flipping. Very 
recently, Gopakumar, T. G et al. investigated a very similar dipole molecule of 
iron tetraphenylporphyrin chloride (FeTPPCl) adsorbed on Au(111) using 
LT-STM. 342 They proposed that the two contrasts (bright central protrusion 
and the dimmed center in FeTPPCl) are due to Cl atom transferred between 
the Fe center of a selected molecule and the STM tip.35 In our experiments and 
a previous report we successfully demonstrated a consecutive switching of a 
number of ClAlPc molecules (>10 molecules) from the Cl-up to the Cl-down 
configurations, followed by the reversed switching from the Cl-down to the 
Cl-up configurations. If the ClAlPc is switched via the Cl-atom transferring 
between the STM tip and the ClAlPc molecule, the STM tip has to be 
decorated with a few Cl atoms during this consecutive switching process and 
hence to greatly affect the following molecular switching process as well as 
the STM imaging contrast. In our experiments, we can achieve the consecutive 
switching of different ClAlPc molecules under the exact same switching 
condition. At the same time, we did not observe any distinct change in the 
STM imaging contrast during the consecutive molecular switching process. As 
such, we believe that the reversible ClAlPc switching in our experiments is not 
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via the Cl-atom transfer mechanism. 
5.4 Minimum-Energy Path Revealed by DFT Calculations 
 
Figure 5.7 (a) Schematic molecular models showing the possible pathways for 
Cl-atom shuttling from the upper side to the lower side of ClAlPc molecular 
plane. 
 
On the basis of the experimental results, we propose the “shuttling” of Cl 
atom between two sides of the ClAlPc molecular plane with the 
phthalocyanine intact as a possible mechanism to explain how the reversible 
switching is induced. To reveal the reasonable pathway for Cl-atom shuttling 
between two sides of the ClAlPc molecular plane, we performed 
first-principles calculations based on DFT and the nudged-elastic- band (NEB) 
algorithm was employed to find the minimum-energy path of Cl atom. Four 
possible paths were proposed by considering the symmetry of the ClAlPc 
molecule. As shown in Figure 5.7, PATHs 1, 2 and 3 sketch the paths of the Cl 
atom, where it first moves above the molecular plane along the Al-N1 
direction, Al-H1 direction or Al-N2 direction (N1, N2 are the nearest and 
second nearest N atoms from the center Al atom, and H1 is the nearest H atom 
from the center), then bypasses the edge of the ClAlPc molecule and finally 
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bonds to Al atom from another side of the molecular plane; whereas PATH 4 
describes the case that the Cl atom “tunnels” through the phthalocyanine core 
directly to another side of the molecular plane.  
 
Figure 5.8 Calculated minimum-energy paths for Cl-atom shuttling between 
two sides of the molecular plane along PATH 1, PATH 2, PATH 3 and PATH 4. 
 
Figure 5.8 shows the calculated minimum-energy paths for these four 
channels. Along the x axis are 16 intermediate configuration images of a NBE 
calculation process. The energy barriers for a single switching are found to be 
2.93eV (PATH 1), 2.92eV (PATH 2), 2.89eV (PATH 3) and 12.75 eV (PATH 4). 
By combining the experimentally observed threshold voltage (4 V for Cl-up to 
Cl-down switching or -3 V for the reversed case) and the calculated results we 
propose a possible pathway for Cl-atom shuttling between two sides: the 
inelastically tunneled electrons first induce partial breaking of the Cl-Al bond, 
the released Cl atom moves from the molecular center to the edge of the 
molecule following the minimum energy path, then switches to the another 
side of the molecular plane, and finally bonds with the Al atom. In addition, 
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due to the lowest calculated energy barrier of PATH 3 and its smaller steric 
hindrance compared with other pathways, we suggest that Cl atom moving 
along the Al-N2 direction is the most reasonable pathway. In the experiment, 
we apply a voltage of 4 V (-3 V) to the tip, which provides ample energy to 
overcome the energy barrier to move the Cl atom from the molecular center 
and push (pull) it to the other side. The different threshold voltage between the 
Cl-up to Cl-down switching and the reverse process may be caused by the 
asymmetry of the tip-ClAlPc-graphite system. 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated reversible switching of 
single-dipole molecule imbedded in two different 2D hydrogen-bonded binary 
ClAlPc:PFP molecular networks on HOPG. The ClAlPc molecule can be 
reversibly switched between the Cl-up and the Cl-down configurations by 
controlling the polarity of the voltage pulse applied to the STM tip. On the 
basis of experimental results and DFT calculations, we propose that the 
reversible switching between the Cl-up and the Cl-down configurations is 
induced by the “shuttling” of the Cl atom between two sides of ClAlPc 
molecular plane. The switching is spatially confined to the addressed molecule, 
reversible, controllable and leaves the neighboring binary molecular network 
unaffected, demonstrating the great potential for applications in molecular 




Chapter 6: Conclusion and Outlook 
6.1 Thesis Summary 
In this thesis, we aim to study the molecular self-assembly on surfaces as 
well as single molecule manipulations within these self-assembled monolayers, 
with particular emphasis on the single-dipole molecule switching. Three 
different systems were presented to demonstrate the essential steps required 
for the molecular switches to have practical applications: understanding the 
molecular self-assembly processes on surface and hence constructing 
molecular nanostructure arrays with a high degree of controllability and 
tunability; featuring the single molecular building blocks with desired 
functionality; imbedding these functional molecules into more complex 
networks to immobilize and isolate them in a repetitive and spatially ordered 
manner. LT-STM was utilized for real-spacing imaging, electronic structure 
characterization as well as single molecule manipulation. UPS measurements 
and DFT calculations were also employed to provide complementary 
information. 
For the first part of this work (Chapter 3), in situ LT-STM and UPS were 
utilized to study the 2D crystallization of C60:pentacene binary system on 
surfaces. It was found that on Ag(111), three different C60 2D molecular arrays 
can be fabricated by simply controlling the post-annealing temperature of the 
binary molecular system. A regular extended 2D nanomesh structure with an 
ordered nanocavity array was formed when the sample was annealed at 360K 
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for 30 min. Further annealing this binary molecular system at 370K for 80 min 
led to the structure transformation from the long range ordered nanomesh 
structure to the assemblies involving the coexistence of two different types of 
C60 structures, namely C60 pair array and C60 pentamer array. When the sample 
was further annealed at 410K for 30 min, the C60 pair was completely 
disappeared and the surface was then dominated by the C60 pentamer array. 
Same self-assembly experiment of C60 on the monolayer pentacene covered 
graphite was also carried out. However, the C60 pair array was the only 
observed superstructures on HOPG even after annealing at different 
temperatures. This clearly reveals that molecule-substrate interfacial 
interactions strongly affect the self-assembly processes of the C60:pentacene 
binary system. UPS has been used to evaluate the nature of C60-pentacene 
intermolecular interactions. It was found that that the degree of the charge 
transfer at the C60:pentacene interface is negligible or very small, and hence 
the interface is dominated by the π-π interaction. Such detailed study allows us 
to understand that the arrangement of molecules on surfaces is governed by a 
combination of molecule-substrate interactions and intermolecular interactions. 
A subtle balance of these interactions can lead to the formation of well-defined 
supramolecular architectures over macroscopic areas. Moreover, 
understanding and hence the controlling of the nanostructure at the organic 




In chapter 4, a functional dipole molecule VOPc was used as the 
molecular building block due to the presence of a permanent dipole moment in 
the molecular center. In order to retain the functionality of the VOPc molecule, 
self-assembly of VOPc was carried out on inert graphite. Well ordered VOPc 
monolayer can be formed where all molecules adopt the O-up configuration 
with the molecular π-plane parallel to the graphite surface. The second layer 
VOPc adsorbed with an O-down configuration. Single molecule switching can 
be realized in the closely-packed monolayer. By controlling the polarity of the 
pulse voltage applied to the tip, VOPc molecules can be switched between 
O-up and O-down configurations. We have investigated the switching rate as a 
function of tunneling current. It was found that by simply increasing the 
tunneling current from 10 pA to 100pA, the switching rate increased more 
than one order of magnitude. During this process, the change of the electric 
field between the tip and the underlying molecule was negligible. Hence, we 
proposed that the molecular switching is most likely triggered by the 
inelastically tunneled electrons. Differences in the electronic structures 
between the O-up and O-down states can further be verified by STS. The 
combination of STM and STS enable the complementary investigations of the 
adsorption geometry and electronic properties of a single molecule 
spontaneously. The precise switching of VOPc molecules demonstrates the 




In chapter 5, we aim to incorporate the single molecular switches into a 
more complex and rationally designed nanostructure. To achieve this, another 
single dipole molecule ClAlPc and PFP molecule were selected as the 
molecular building blocks. To minimize the substrate effect, inert graphite was 
used as the substrate. In this case, ClAlPc molecules can be interconnected 
with PFP molecules via multiple intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the 
periphery H atoms on ClAlPc and the F atom of the neighboring PFP 
molecules. By varying the binary molecular ratio, the interdipole distance of 
the molecular dipole dot arrays and hence the dipole densities can be easily 
tuned with atomic precision. Moreover, formation of multiple intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding can further enhance the structure stability of these 
molecular nanostructure arrays during the switching process. A highly ordered 
hexagonal binary work was formed after coadsorption of PFP and ClAlPc with 
a PFP:ClAlPc ratio of 1:2 on HOPG followed by annealing at 370K for 40 
min. Increasing the molecular ratio of PFP:ClAlPc to 2:1 gave rise to the 
formation of a highly ordered “square” network. The reversible switching of 
ClAlPc between Cl-up and Cl-down configurations can be realized in both the 
hexagonal and the “square” network by controlling the polarity of the voltage 
pulse applied to the STM tip. The reversible switching observed for ClAlPc 
molecules exclusively affects the addressed molecule and leaves the 
neighboring molecular network and in-plane orientation of the switched 
molecule unaffected. Although the hydrogen bonds of ClAlPc imbedded in the 
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hexagonal and “square” networks are different, the threshold voltage for these 
two systems is same. All these observations suggest that the dipole switching 
process is unlikely to be caused by the molecular flipping. Hence, we propose 
that the switching is caused by the “shuttling” of the Cl atom between two 
sides of the ClAlPc plane. DFT and the nudged elastic band (NEB) algorithm 
were employed to find the minimum-energy-path of the Cl atom. The work 
described here is a first step towards manipulating a single molecular switch in 
a binary molecular network and demonstrate the feasibility of wiring the 
molecular switches into circuits to perform the basic function of electronic 
devices. 
6.2 Future Work 
In this thesis, we have studied the molecular self-assembly and reversible 
switching of single-dipole molecule within the self-assembled monolayers on 
graphite. Featuring the molecular building blocks with other functionalities, a 
high level control over their electronic or magnetic states, and equivalently, 
self-assembly on a very large scale and high tunability, are the key ingredients 
for their integration into complex molecular devices. 
Control over the magnetic moment of a molecule is a key issue in the 
emerging field of molecular spintronics. However, the studies in the previous 
works mainly focus on the molecules on metal substrate, where the strong 
coupling between the molecule and the substrate can greatly modify the 
intrinsic properties of the molecular spin system.237, 343, 344 When an external 
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stimulus is applied to manipulate the spin state of the molecule, both the 
molecule-substrate interaction and response of the molecule to the external 
stimuli will contribute to the final state of the molecule, which will complicate 
the switching process and confuse the understanding of the switching 
mechanism.96 To reduce the interaction between the molecule and the substrate, 
it is desirable to study single spin manipulation on inert substrate, which has 
been rarely addressed so far.  
In addition, instead of simply using the tunneling electrons from the STM 
tip as the stimuli, gas molecules can be used in company with STM to 
manipulate the molecular electronic state at both ensembles of molecules and 
single-molecule level. In metal-phthalocyanines and metal-porphyrins, the 
metal center is usually coordinatively unsaturated and presents a local reactive 
site.75, 76, 96-99 By axial coordination of small molecules to the metal center, 
their electronic properties can be substantially altered. Reversible control of 
individual molecule can be achieved through attachment and detachment of 
gas molecule. The ensemble of the molecules on the surface can be set to one 
state by gas exposure, and the desired information can be encoded on this 
monolayer by STM single molecule manipulation to switch the selected 
molecule to another state. This opens up new avenue of broader applications, 
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